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LOCAL HORSES AT TRACK
IN FINE CONDITION
LOSES A V A L U A B L E PACER

the Horses are DoingWho wiR Drive Them

An

accident

at

tin*

Readviiie

(Mass.) track last week resulted in
the death of Boston .Man, 2.06Vi,
(brother to Northern Direct, 2.02%*)
a member of trainer

William

R.

S. J. COURT

t

NEW ROAD DRAG

11a 11 vs Hall, verdict for plff. $1 .000.

Maurice Duff, first
selectman
of
Hodgdon,
has
been
trying
out
a
new
Carroll, trustee in Taylor estate vs
, road drag on the roads of his town
Bugbec. Verdict for plff. $26-‘’>.35.
which was made by the Hoq.lt on
Good vs Berrio, auto collision. Verd
Machine and Repair Co., which proved
ict for plff. $494.2a.
very satisfactory.
Hughes vs Murray.
Verdict for
The drag is a combination of three
plff. $2 ,'.0 0 .
drags, one on each side and one in
Lawrence vs McPherson.
Verdict
the center, the one in the
centre
for deft.
tracking after the two side ones and
Winship vs Colbath in hands of jury. it is hauled by a tractor, with a man
Curtis vs Asher on trial.
on each side drag. With one or two
Chief Justice Cornish
granted
a minor changes it seems as though it
divorce Monday to Airs. Wesley Good- would ho a great time saver and
all for cruel and abusive treatment and economical for the town.
ordered that Goodall he brought be-Mr. Duff is ono of the prominent
tore tin' municipal court to give bonds farmers of Hodgdon and like* most of
to keep the peace.
'Flic couple has the citizens of that town is
much
two sons, one living in Texas and the interested in good roads and knows
other in .Massachusetts.
how to make them.
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COUNTY BOWLERS TO
CONTEST FOR SILVER CUP
OLD

LANDMARK

DESTROYED

Tin

farm buildings owned by
Charles \V. Melville wen* destroy
ed by lire early Saturday morning
together with a large amount of
fertilizer and farming tools stored
in tin* outbuildings.

Through Efforts of T im es
Publishing Co. a N ew
League will Organize

About fifteen years ago, Mr. Black,
The Howl to n nice rack lias been in
Fl e mmi ng’s stable. The pacer had
The loss is estimated at $ir>,nnn
owner of the famous "Black's Bowling
use by the local traitn rs since April
with only a small insurance. The
lately been equipped with hopples,
Alleys ol St. John, N. B., conceived
1st and already tin* horses are getting
blaze
was
discovered
about
eight
the idea of (losing
each
bowling
come good work on i :.
and had not become fully used to
o'clock and a phone call was sent
season
with
a
big
tournament.
Tile
Pat Doherty whose 'mine stable is
tin 1 leg harness. Trainer Flemming
to the lire house, tin* truck making
Canadian branch of the Brunswicknear the track has his pair of pacers
startl'd to go a slow mile with him,
a quick response.
Owing to the
Balke-CoIfi-mlar
peon],donated
a
in fine condition and has been work
when an express train passed in
headway gained by the flames, little
Silver ( ’andlej)in as tlm big trophy and
ing them double headers for a week
the rear of the grandstand, startcould lie dene to save anything.
thus tin* New Brunswick and East -rn
or more.
Drlza Patch. 2Jt9%, the
line the horse to a fast clip and he
Some household goods were gotten
ALiiim Bowling TournanmnL had its
beautiful little daughter of Dan Patch
out safely, hut on the whole the
fell, throwing his driver over his
incept ion.
Tim lid of the baseball season will
e rn “11 and Miss Beulah Guy
1.55%. that got a painful cut in a
head. Before 11 1 ' coiild he reached
loss was total.
!m pried off in the town on Thursday of
1 i i /.i* Conmr. X. B.. narrowly
I mil last year, the only .Maine team
collision in her first start in 1921,
the gelding was up and away.
Air. Melville, whi r e.-e n! !y purafternoon when the fast Dunforth
to participate was tin* team represent
recovered nicely last mmmer but was
ions in.jurv Wednesday
Leaving the track, lm collided with
o ;!! y :i !V< d
••1 1 ;i si•<I the farm, ii
; ggrt gat ion fr<mi Was 1linglon i'iount y
noon
held over and with a lime allowance
ing tin* Ft. Croix Tub from Calais.
ast w ek when tile team
a gas pipe ha el; of the clubhouse,
lb tlm 1 )-*;i. \ it "s i i t ii e i:i
in last W""k.
moss ba 1s Wi 1
were riding
n
1 : i i11 1
that lets her in the 2 . i f class looks to
Last year, Doulton s<*m a team
to
on 1 hingor
sin i i
from which lm received a puncture
Tin's pla<i' is on
of til
|e SWi pel by a runaway
( p- 11 "!'. This 1 - a m w:t.; a formii
Ian
be a dangerous contender in tiny race
' i': hei'ici on w Imre tin* tournanmm
in front of tlm point of a stifle,
nm rk s of 1 11 -■ en riv days In -hoi ■■ the
' 'Oil 1-“111i- r for first lm, Kir; last
doiild"
i s iTVillg a light I i■11 e ’v
"'as held. l!ie eapitol city having won
. ii! which sin* will start.
etuising his dentil. Boston Man was
advent ef th" railroads ami was a
and had s o: 11 e heated e.mv-'Ts
wagon.
His candidate for 'lie slow stakes
the Silv-r Bin tin* previous year. This
a seven-year-old bay gelding by The
stopping
place
for
teams
a ml
with tli-* local ni;i" apropos tin* state
year. Doulton again sent a team to
C.uduare, 2.2'>%, by William 1.5ST,
The
in which is owm -I 1)v A;
Northern Man, 2 M6 T , dam, .Miss
stages in the old teaming days. It
i 10-1It Oil High Never.-;
T .-a m p i o i! s 11 i I) which
tin* meet which was on the alleys oi
made a successful -econd money
a nod on Spring street and
Betsey Brown (dam of Northern
SUcoe- ■(1(--1 ill ;i mmxing. ( ’oliscqui
was familiarly known as the Stew*
tin* Young .Men's Catholic Institute o 1'
campaign tit the fails last fall and
tan sir I K :ht down Military. It is said
Direct, 2.C1T) by
The
Director
Osborne place. In connection with
St. John.
(Imre is more interest in this i
is highly regarded by those who know
that tli
were formerly stabled in a
General, and was owned by Ken
the
building was a large dance- hall,
than is usual].y aecorde d Dm opi
her best. Bln* came from Indiana late
Black’s alleys won tin* cup
this
burn buck of tin* Radigan House and
neth Colbatll of Presque Isle, .Me,
gaum. TTmir strength i s a matt<
a
most
popular
rendezvous
in
days
last spring and improved steadily, be
Tiring
and
that
means
hat
tin*
1!TM
that barn was their destination. Some
gone bv.
- American Horse Breeder.
eonject in■e Imt it is sal 'e to say that men standing near the barn caused
ing up to miles in 2.1A when slm went
tournament will he held in St. John.
doe will lm ve to employ a little the horses to shy
into winter quarters.
This is tlm howling classic of the year
and
continue
st rat e^y in lm ■eting the invaders
Harry Nevers has wintered nine
in the Province. Now. there is just
straight through the alleyway by ABThe make-up of the team has been Cluskey Brothers liardwaro storm The
head at the ('lark liot< 1 barn and they
as much howling enthusiasm in East
in tln> air all season Iieeause of the two ladies were driving down Bangor
ern .Maine as there is it; New Bruns
are all fat and healthy looking. They
fact that all men are working all the street just in front of whore the alleywick hut, tor several good reasons, it
have received a lot of jog work
time for the coveted berth and in that way empties into the street.
through the winter, their muscles are
is often impossible for teams front
On
hard and they appear lit to race at
| red Keating, we)] known about .Maine to attend this tournament.
Announcement of popular
wet l^ jwav the maximum amount o! eiieigv account of the abruptness of tin* turn
any time.
end excursions to a number of points lias been worked out of each eandi tin' horses swung out into the middle Doulton and vicinity for a consider There are four Tubs in Eastern Maine
"Everyone is talking' about John It. on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad date.
of the street, tin* stern end of the able number of years, essayed a rather that have met several times in mortal
A probable linen]) of ill
game as wagon struck tin* light driving wagon
Braden, 2.02%, this spring,’’ said to he in effect, commencing Saturday,
amateurish Jesse James on the Dan combat on the polished lanes, and
Calgary Earl’s attendant, "and the May 6 and continuing through the given out by coach Deasv is as fol- just about amidships turning it com
mighty
pro
fort li Trust Co. Thursday afternoon of every meet has been
eabody, e; Gillin pletely around and over and throwing
Calgary horse has everything to gain summer months has been made by lows; O'Donnell, p;
ductive
of
good
fellowship
and
a
banglast week, as a result of which he is
l b ; AI orehouse or Niles, 2h; AIc- both of the ladies out. Airs. Farrell
and nothing to lose."
George M. Houghton, general passen
now residing in the* Alachias jail await up good time. These an* the St. Croix
(Tuskey, ss; Zeke
ia g i ia 11. Mb; Ira was shaken up a hit but not seriously
At present Calgary Earl seems to ger agent of the B.
A. Each Satur
ing trial next week under $2 o,boi) Club of Calais, the Alooseleuk (Tub of
Hovey
or find .Miss Guy escaped without injuries
have entirely reeoveied from t h e 1day, beginning next months and con Bagnall, rf: Purdy. ef;
Presque Isle, the Elks (Tub of Houlton
bonds.
kidney trouble that alfected him last tinuing through September, round trip Henderson, If.
and tin* Alcduxnekeag (Tub, also of
fit ;il). The wagon was smashed badly
Outside of forgetting a few minor
In addition to tin eight games of hut tin* horse was unhurt.
summer. He is hard as nails and in tickets will be sold to and from these
Doulton.
If the above mentioned
matters such as a safe getaway, a
tine fettle and spirits. That lie is designated places at greatly reduced the schedule announced last week,
Tubs would unite in forming a tourna
complete disguise and the fact that
capable of giving any horse a battle tares, the tickets being good for trav- Principal Perkins has given out five
ment, to be howled one;* a year at
Forest Royal of this town who is it was broad daylight when the at
completes
the
on a half-mile ring, when it is right. el onlv Saturday and return the f o !- more games which
whatever T u b won
tin*
cup
tin*
tempt was made, Keating conducted
slate. This makes a total of thirteen successfully holding third base on the
was proven by the fac t that he paced ]owjn#f MoU(iav
previous year, it ought t :> lie possible
Tiis disastrous episode with ilm ease
iimtests on the card, seven of which Colby diamond team stands in twelfth
numerous miles on tl o double ovals
to work up a tournament that would
Tin' excursion designations and the
and assurance of a master.
position
in
the
hatting
list
of
the
New
will take plan* on the local diamond.
in 1920 from 2.05 to 2,u7 and was un
in* productive of some fine bowling,
special round trip,
week-end
tare
Forest has taken
About tlm middle of the afternoon and a royal good time in addition.
The additional g,•tines tin* as follows: England colleges.
beaten.
rates from tin's city are as follows;
part in 4 mimes, has laced the pitcher when Alain street.
was
pract ica'ly
The other pacers in the stable are
.May
I Danforth High at Doulton.
After chewing over this idea for
Iron
Works
and
Return,
$-TD,
PA
times
ami
1ms
collected
6
sale
hits
deserted,
tlm
would-be
bandit
made some time, flu- TIA1ES Pub. Co. took
Mars Dill at Mars Dill.
Hayward Wilkes, 2 .5%, a game
Ala \
Schoodic.
$2.SI :
Norcross,
SM.fiS ;
for an average of .-inn. The number bis appearance chid in a disguise
.May
reliable race horse t l it was one of
Fort Pa irfmld at Ft . Fairfield
tin* matter up with tin* BrunswiekGreenville, $4.71; Sandy Point, $1.6-1;
of
collegia ns on tlm list totals in.
which consisted of a hum Ii of bristling Ballm people and sounding them out
.tune
the select tew Aroosook steeds to
Fort Fairfield at Doulton.
Stockton, $1.S2; Kidders (Penobscot
black wliisl-mrs find a pair of black as to their willingness to provide a
win more than $1,•))*).•»») in 1921.
Park) $1.92; Searsport. -S2 .nl.
glasses,
an outfit which was familiar suitable irophy. provid'd that we
Putnam Bros., who raced him the last
Corresponding
reductions
will
be
to
many
as in* had been seen in i'
two years, swaped l.im with Harry
'I'lie AliCluskey Coal iC Wood Co. before, ilis appearame was noted by could convert tin* four -Tubs to our
Beside-;
tin- honor
pupils who are
■ S
the
]
a short time ago and got in exchange in effect from Northern .Maine June
way of thinking. \W print herewith.
has been organized fit Doulton, to deal Den Byi-rs, a public car drive]* across
a half interest in the u-year-old pacer lion. Old Town, 1lover-I-'oxcrot't. etc. Aiargimrite Albert, valedictorian. Phyl
Di ■■i r answer:
in
fuel
;md
conduct
a
general
delivery
This special tare announcement is lis Gridin saliitaloriaii, Kenolm Alurphy
the street who informed tlm world that
Peter Tanlae by P e e r
the Great
T l m B r u m w i c k - B a B e “- C o R e n d e r C o
find Donald Alet'luskey, the following business; capital stock. $5 n.eu-i, of " There ,yo"s Fn-d Keating to rob tlm
2.07 1-9, This is a v»t \ promising colt in addition to the one made public
94-96 Washington St.
have bee 11 chosen to represent the which $2 f.!mn is common stock am! ban!;." No one paid any attention to
that worked in 2.17 at two years with recently regarding the redimtion in
Boston. Alass.
fare
rates.
which
I n  class at graduation; Helen Alilelmd, $25.pm is preferred stock; nothing- Den as fie unis! have in's little joke.
a quarter in Ml. A ! right future is passenger
April 2S. 1922.
pa
id
in
;
pa
r
value,
$luo.
comes effective May
1.
On
and Gretrhen Turner, Paul Gillen and
However, ii tanmd out
to li no Tin ms Publishing ( 'o..
predicted for him.
Tlie following are the officers: ( ’has.
I.elnml llovi-y for ('lass Prophecy am!
Dan Dillion by Dai Q. Jr.. 2.14V,, after that date round trip tickets
Acred i le Doulton, Alaitm.
jok - as "Tlm Lorn* W o l f ’
D.
AlcCluskey, president, Winfield F.
Presentation
of
Gifts;
Alary
Onmtl,
owned by Geo. A very, and Dorris P. limited to Mn days will he sold between
hank a nd poking a TM ant o ina t Ic Attention Charles D. Fogg. President.
AIcCurlhy, treasurer. Doulton; Tlm ..
by Gen. Constantine. 2.16V,, dam. the till stations on the B. <v A. at one and Bernice Tttggett. Prescot t BwT' igh
mr-s- of Horae.* 1 ’al i en, tin* I )i ‘ti r Sir:
M!! 11 " 1 ' I
D. Af oG i i) iciidd v. clerk, Littleton.
and Perry Barker for Dm essay;.
;■
half
fa.re
for
the
round
trip:
also
to
good old race mare Khun IV. 2.1.>V,.
! r< -a s ur
money
'!- i:ia mi- d
will: I
Your letter dated April 22. address -ii
The six weep-; exalllS will In* gj v u
owned by Joe Aucoiii are a pair of and from Bangor plus fares between
to
o !ir New Y o r k o f f i c e l i a s he-*n )•>■
o
h
1
i
g
i
n
g
1
y
tlmi-e
Ant- -nn hi!"
1 ;i mpedin'
('()■; s --! i;) i -m
green ones that lmv.n't had much the Cnion station and Northern .Maim- t h is week ami all tlm pupils are a si; ed ’ had a Vii lain)' 11f Dm am
died
w
it
h
w
hat
l
m
tlm
■d to us f o r a t t e n t i o n a s t i n* B o s
fern
omobil" law
t -) s t miy ha rd in tin-pa rn lion for ilm:
•Jnm-t ion.
track work as yet.
to
; t l.- *'y !■;-■!!
'.mnint
i Iton bra ill'llii o f f i c e o f t h e B r u n s w i c k I i'lll.l Amity b■•i'on .Imin * A rTi iba Id
Tlmr -dn v Pm first ha
mu of
11
Sleeping Car Service
mist M
Tin* trotting star <h tie* stable is
ii:i \ ; 11 g ail B e
V.l
Du ik
l end,-i* C o m p a n y h a s j'.ui-last weefi for 1 .-.I lia ving aIt Op- ■rat or’s
O
il
will
he
field.
Commencing
Monday,
.May
I.
a
ill
Alfred King. 2.1M1,. tint lias keen the
•
■ii u-■T was :ll-U) V.llit d -Iic; :
N"W FmTam! territory,
i ic- m -- • am!
\Ki i !! i mt I'm:', is ! rat

DIAMOND LID TO BE
RUNAWAY HORSES DO
PRIED OFF THURSDAY
NO SERIOUS DAMAGE

B. & A. Announces
Week-End Excursions

Bank Bobbery
at Danforth, Maine

MCCLUSKEY COAL & WOOD CO.

H. H. S. NOTES

king pin trotter of Atoosiook for tin*
last two years. It is true Dmy b-*ai
him one*' in a while but nothing lias
shown up yet that cor Id out inn him
;or a series of races.

He is in better shale now thru a*
any time since lie h t this country
and gets a time* allowance that allows
him to start where h ■ will do his
owner a lot of good.
He is tlm
property of T. V. Holdaway.
,T.
Miss Talbot
(Mi
2.16%
b,
Maicomb Forbes. 2."X, warn the fastest three-year-old vaee ever conC'stcd
in Aroostook county. This was a big
growth filly that improved with each
race until in late fall she was a
tough proposition to heat. She is
owned by L. H. Powers who also owns
Calgary Earl. 2.02V,.
Peter Stilwell. 2.171,. by Peter the
Great. 2.07%, is one of the new
comers whose work will lu* watched
with interest. He is a fine looking
fast gaited trotter that was close up
in 2.07 Vi last year on the Grand
Circuit. He is eligible to the slow
trots and belongs to L *e Ervin.
Bonnie Girl (2) 2.2J Vi by Henry
Setzer. 2.10%, is a chestnut filly that
Harry bought at the Brockton (Mass.)
Fair last fall after s eing her trot
third in 2.18 in her f.rst race. This
was a sparkling performance* as she
was right off the fatm and lacked
the experience of the other starters.
Her dam was the Peter the Great mare
Bonnie Way, 2.17V,, that raced better
than 2.10 as a three-ycar-old
and
produced such good
performers as
Bonnie Setzer. 2.11 Vi. Peter Setzer,
2.12%, etc. She is owned by Shaw
and Powers.
It is reported that Ralph Burrill.
v.ho has been second trainer for the
noted Grand Circuit reinsman Walter
Cox for the last two or three* years,
has been engaged to train the Powers
horses consisting of Calgary Karl
2.02%. Miss Talbot (M) 2.16%. and
Bonnie Girl (2) 2.25%.
Mr. Burrill is well known in Houl(Continued on page 4)
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dining car will he run through to Mil
Ttizen in town, led by armed ollicers aide cup as mentioned, one which in
aren't frightened and w>- intend to do
linocket.
.joiimd in a man limit and gave Dai. (' nr opinion would make a better ap
Returning, tlm sleeping ear will he our very best whether w-- uln or not. Ad"]e Carter, Lola Cromwell, Alary
littfi* village about tlm most exciting pearance. and would lie of more value,
attached to train leaving Greenville at Be Mir-* to keep that day free as you I Tiling. .Margaret Gould, Phyllis Ingratlmn Du* Silver Candle Pin presented
half hour it lias seen in many days.
M,M<) p. m., daily *xcept Sunday. The must come to see the different events. hain. Evelyn Wiley,
Louise
Taber.
■some time ago. and would ask that
Not
long
alter
the
start
of
the
chase
Aliss Gray lias reported
that
tin* Dorothy
sleeping car on the return trip will
Lovely,
Horace
Alooers.
you
advise us, for engraving purposes,
not run into Bangor hut will he at Sophomores have been doing excep WendTI
Ward. Weston Atchiuson, Keating was seen by two men, walk
what
tlm name of your league might
He
tached to train at Northern Maine tionally well in t heir public speaking. .hmms Daly, Kenneth Anderson, El- ing along tin* railroad track.
be;
whether
the Aroostook County
Junction for Boston, arriving at 4.Mu This is tlmir first year of public speak wood Hartley,
Bernard
Dagerman, stopped when a couple of shots were
League or tlm Eastern Maine State
tired
into
tlm
air
and
showed
much
a. in. Passengers will be allowed t > ing and they have made it one great (br ai d Grant. Hollis Hamilton and
League, etc., etc. W e would make no
success thus far. Tlm following have Elmer Kinney.
remain in the car until 6 .MU a. m.
From these the final surprise when taken into custody.
conditions
other than
placing
the
Tin* dining car will be attached to been chosen for Die preliminary speak spealo-rs for tlm Sophomore eont-*.-■( He ]) i'i “11 ■11 -1-jd not to know what it
trophy
in
hands
such
as
the
Times
was all about even in tlm face of the
this train at Derby allowing sullieient ing : FIiire 111 e Adams, .Marion Berry. will he chosen.
( T l tale marks of tlm whiskers which Publishing Company for proper dis
time for passengers to obtain dinner
position, and that the rules of play
Wel'e on liis fare.
before arrival at Northern Maim*
conform with those of the Atlantic
Finally alter ,-| grilling he admitted
Junction.
( '(>iist Bowling Assn. W e might sug
that lm had doim Dm d •■i d and was
With service a la cart'* and also a
gest.
however, that a condition he
Arrangements a*'e being made at requested to come with tin* haliies taken tn Alachias wlmre Im was hound
menu of combination breakfasts, the
made, provided you thought it best,
Invitations
are
being
sent
to
1
AA
over under Sme.iHiii 1 mm is until tlm
dining car service will he commenced Dn* Aladigan .Memorial for celobrating
that the cup become tlm property of
May 2, the cars leaving this city and on Alav 12, National Hospital Day mothers and a!i are especially invited meeting of tin* Calais court which
tin* Tul) winning it in two or three
to come.
\o show is so pleasing as sits im\t week.
operating as follows;
in honor of Florence Nightingale
successful seasons.
a baby show and every mother should
Leave Bangor on train No. M at
Yours very truly.
whose 1 112 1 i d anniversary occurs on make an effort to be present.
Doulton friends of Fleetwood Pride,
7.10 a. m. and run to Millinoeket.
Tlm Brunswdek-Balke Collem'.-'r Co.
that
dale.
Tlm
following
committers
were
Breakfast will he served immediately
a former *■--^id< nt In-re, will he sorry
By O. ii. Heinrich, Manager.
This is being generally observed chosen to look after tlm program:
upon train leaving Bangor at 7.lu a.
to learn of his serious loss by fire at
1). AI
Adv. Com. Airs. A. T. Smith, .Mrs.
in. Returning ear will he attached to throughout Dn* |'. S. and Canada
From
tin*
a
l
t
o
v
letter,
it
will
lm
Oakland.
.Maim*.
Tim
following
clip
train No. 2 at Millinoeket. and run to inviting Dm general public to visit on S. L. White. Aliss Sarah Alulherrim
seen that Dm question of ; trophy is
ping
from
a
down
state
paper
tells
that
day
tlm
different
hospitals
for
Bahv Show Airs. J. C. Aladigan,
Northern Maine Junction, at Northern
easily settled.
All we need now D
Maine Junction the car will he at tlm purposing of better acquaintance Airs. J. P. Costello, All's. G. E. Dunn, tin* story: "Fin* of unknown origin
tlm consent of the four clubs, each
early Wednesday, April 26th, destroy
tached to train No. 7, and run to with ways and methods of treating Airs. Hold. Lawlis.
(<m* of which lias ample facilities for
the sick and injured. At the Aladigan
Refreshments Airs. E. P. Hender ed tlm entire season's output of last
111 I)‘ >*»' <»«
™
holding a tournament, if tin y win tlm
Perkins and tlm
attached to train No. 4, and run into "open day" house will lie observed son, Airs. Jas. Hogan, Airs. Geo. Wilson. blocks of Pride
( up.
from 2 to 5 p. in. One of the attract-i Airs. James Pierce.
warehouse in which they were stored.
Bangor.
There is no question in our mind
-------- ------ions of the day will he a Baby Show,
Merchants' Window Display Airs. The loss w.as placed at $45.0(1(1 on the
but tin’s would be a Dig boost
for
Albert Hoyt of Fort Fa rfield was a to which all mothers with babies born Parker Ward, Mrs. J. A Donovan, blocks and $5,000 on the building, with
caller in town Monday.
then* in the litst two years are ! Airs. Geo. Chamberlain.
partial insurance."
(Continued on page 5)
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HOULTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1922

LOCAL HORSES AT TRACK
IN FINE CONDITION
hteresting Resume of What
the Horses are Doing—
Who will Drive Them

LOSES A V A L U A B L E P ACER
An

accident

at

tin*

Roadville

(Mass.) track last week resulted in
the death of Boston .Man, 2.0(1%,
(brother to Northern Direct, 2.03%)
a member of trainer

William

II.

S.

J. COURT

J

Hall vs Hall, verdict for piff. $1,000.

No. IS

NEW ROAD DRAG
Maurice Duff, first

selectman

j

TIMES

|

of

,

Carroll, trustee in Taylor estate vs i Hodgdon, has been trying out a new
road drag on tile roads of his town
Bugbee. Verdict for pllT. $263.35.
which
was made by the Houlton
Good vs Borrio, auto collision. Verd
Machine
and Repair Co., which proved
ict for plff. $494.25.
very satisfactory.
Hughes vs Murray.
Verdict for
Tin' drag is a combination of throe
plff. $2500.
drags, one on each side and one in
Lawrence vs .McPherson.
Verdict
tlie center, tin1 one in the
centre
for deft.
tracking after the two side ones and
Winship vs Colbath in hands of jury. it is hauled by a tractor, with a man
Curtis vs Asher on trial.
on each side drag. With one or two
Chief Justice Cornish
granted
a minor changes it seems as though it
divorce Monday to Mrs. Wesl ey Good- would he u great time silver and
all for cruel and abusive treatment and economical for the town.
ordered that Goodall he brought be
Mix Duff is one of tin1 prominent,
fore the municipal court to give bonds' farmers of Hodgdon and like most of
to keep the peace.
The collide has the citizens of that town is much
two sons, one living in Texas and the interested in good roads and knows
ot her in Aiassacliusct t s.
how to make them.

COUNTY BOWLERS TO
CONTEST FOR SILVER CUP
OLD

LANDMARK

DESTROYED

The farm buildings owned by
Charles W. Melville were destroy
ed by fire early Saturday morning
together with a large amount of
fertilizer and farming tools stored
in tin' outbuildings.

Through Efforts of T im es
Publishing Co. a N ew
League will Organize

The Houlton race ruck has been in
About fifteen years ago, Mr. Black,
Flemming's stable. Tin* pacer had
nse by the local trainers since April
The loss is estimated at $15,000
owner of the famous “ Black’s Bowling
lately been equipped with hopples,
1st amt already the horses are getting
with only a small insurance'. Th*'
A l l eys-' of St. John, N. B., conceived
come good work on ix.
and had not become fully used to
blaze was discovered about eight
the idea of (dosing each
bowling
Pat Doherty whose home stable is
o'clock and a phone call was sent
the leg harness. Trainer Flemming
season with a big tournament. The
near the track has his pair of pacers
to the fire house, the truck making
Canadian branch of the Brunswickstarted to go a slow mile with him,
in fine condition and has been work
a quick response.
Owing to the
Balke-Collendar
people
donated
a
when an express train passed in
ing them double headers for a week
headway gained by the flames, lit 1 1 **
Silver Candlepin as tin' big trophy and
or more.
Delza Pat 'h, 2.o9%, tin1 the rear of the grandstand, start
could he doin' to save anything.
thus Mu' New Brunswick and Eastern
ling tin* horse to a fast flip and lie
beautiful little daught* r of Dan Patch
Sonic household goods were' gotten
Maine Bowling Tournament had its
fell, throwing his driver over his
1.5514. that got a pa nful cut in a
Tin' lid of tlie baseball season will
M rs.
out safely, hilt oil tile whole till'
ana'll and Alisa Beulah Guy
incept ion.
head. Before lie could be reached
collision in her first start in 19-1,
be pried off in the town on Thursday el McK n/.ie Corner, X. I!., narrowly
loss w ts total
Cntil last year, tin only Maine team
the gelding was up and away.
recovered nicely last summer but was
afternoon when the last Danforth ( s e a p e d
Air. A1 *■1 v i 1 1 .■, who r ■eontly purserious injury Wednesday
to participate was th 1 team representLeavi ng tin* trick, lie collided with
held over and with a time allowance
aggregation from Washington county afternoon ot hist week when the team
chased the farm, had only mov* *1
ing tin* St. Croix ( Dil) from Calais.
a gas pipe ha- k of the clubhouse,
that lets her in the 2.17 class looks to
cross bats with the Deasyites in tlie in w h i c h th • were riding on Bangor
in hist W*-‘k.
East year. Houlton sent i team to
from which lie received a puncture
I)o a dangerous conten ier in any race
ejlener. 'i'li is i ea in 'axis a formidable s i n t ■i w a s .- |e swiped by a runaway
This place is one of the landFredericton whore tlie t otirnanieiit
in front of 1 11 * point of a stitle,
,ii! which she will star .
eonteinb r for first honors last y< ar double teail carrying a light truck'
marks of til*' *■arly day ; before the
was hold, the capitol city having won
causing his dcatli. I lost tm .Man was
Mis candidate for
u* slow stakes
and had some heated <\>n v*uxsa t ion wagon.
advent of tlm railroads .and was a
t In* Silver Pin tin* pr* ■vious year. This
a seven-year-oi'l bay gelding hv Tin;
Guduare, 2.20%. bv William 1.5S%.
with the local nine apropos the state
St oppjjl g
jda* o for
teams and
The i-uni which is o\v
year, Houlton again sent a team to
I by Amos
Northern Man, 2 Jm; g >, dam, .Miss
made a successful second money
championship which Houlton High
st ages in th*> *>1*1 teaming days. It
. evil's
the moot which was oil tin* alleys ol
art*'<| oil Siu-in
street and
Betsey Brown (dam of Northern
campaign at the lairs last tall and
succeeded iu annexing. Consequently mu straight down .Military. It is said
was familiarly known as ihe Steve
the Young Alim's Catholic Institut
Direct, 2.93%) by The
Director
is highly regarded by those who know
there is more interest in this game that tln-v were formerly siabled in a
Osborne place. In connection with
St. John.
General, and was owned hv Ken
her best. She came from Indiana late
than is usually accorded the opening barn hack of the Badigan House and
1 he building was a large dance hall,
Black's alloys won the cup this
neth Colbath of Presque Isle, Me.
last spring and improved steadily, be
game. Their strength is a matter of that barn was their destination. Some
a most popular rendezvous in days
spring and that means that the 1923
---American Morse Breeder.
ing up to miles in 2.1; when site went
conjecture but it is safe to say that
gone |)y.
tournament will he held in St. John.
nnm standing near the barn caused
into winter quarters.
Joe will have to employ a little tlie horses to shy
and
continue
This is tin* howling classic of the year
Harry Movers has wintered nine
strategy iu meeting the invaders.
straight through the alleyway by AIcin the Province. Now. there is just
head at the ( ’lark hotel barn and they
The make-up of the team has been Cluskcv Brothers Hardware store. The
as much bowling enthusiasm in East
are all fat and healthy looking. They
in the air all season because of the two ladies were driving down Bangor
ern Maine as there is in New Bruns
have received a lot of jog work
fact that all men are working all the street just in front, of where the alleywick hut, for several good reasons, it
through the winter, their muscles are
j time for tin1 coveted berth and in that way empties into the street.
On
is often impossible for teams from
hard and they appear fit to race at
Announcement of popular
week I way the maximum amount of energy account of tin* abruptness of the turn
Fred Keating, well known about Maine to attend this tournament .
any time.
end excursions to a number of points has been worked out of each candi the horses swung out into the middle Houlton and vicinity for a consider There are four clubs in Eastern Maim*
“ Everyone is talking about John It.
on the Bangor & Aroostook railroad date.
of tin* street, the stern end of the able number of years, essayed a rather that have met several times in mortal
Draden. 2.02%. this spring.’’ said
A probable line-up of the game as wagon struck tin* light driving wagon
to be in effect commencing Saturday,
amateurish Jesse James on tin* Dan combat on flu* polished lanes, and
Calgary Earl's attendant, “ and the
May 6 and continuing through the given out by coach Deasy is as fol just about amidships turning it com fort h Trust Co. Thursday afternoon of every meet has been
mighty
pro
Calgary horse has everything to gain
summer months has been made by lows: O'Donnell, p; Peabody, c; Gillin pletely around and over and throwing last week, as a result of which he is ductive of good fellowship and a bangand nothing to lose.”
.Morehouse or Niles, 2b; .Mr- both of tin' ladies out. Airs. Farrell
George M. Houghton, general passen- Mb;
now residing in the Alachias jail await up good time. These are the St. Croix
At present Calgary Earl seems to
j ger agent of the B.
A. Each Satur- Cluskey, ss; Zeke Bagnall, 3b; Ira was shaken up a bit but. not seriously ing trial next week under $2 0 , 0 0 0 (Tub of Calais, the Alooseleuk (Tub of
have entirely recovered from the
Hovey
or
I day, beginning next months and con Bagnall. rf; Purdy, cf;
Presque Isle, the Elks (Tub of Houlton
and Aliss Guy escaped without injuries bonds,
kidney trouble that aTected him last
Henderson,
If.
tinuing through September, round trip
at all. The wagon was smashed badly
and tin* Aleduxnekeag (Tub. also of
Outside of forgetting a few minor
summer. He is hard as nails and in
In addition to the eight games of but the horse was unhurt.
tickets will be sold to and from these
Houlton.
if the above mentioned
matters
such as a safe getaway, a
fine fettle and spirits. That he is
designated places at greatly reduced the schedule announced last week,
dubs would unite in forming a tourna
complete disguise and the fact that
capable of giving any horse a battle
fares, the tickets being good for trav Principal Perkins has given out five
ment, to be bowled once a year at
Forest Royal of this town who is it was broad daylight when the at
on a half-mile ring, when it is right,
more
games
which
completes
the
el only Saturday and ret uni tin* fol
whatever (dub won
the
cup
the
successfully
holding
third
base
on
the
tempt was made. Keating conducted
was proven by the fact that he paced
slate. This makes a total of thirteen
lowing Monday.
previous year, it ought to be possible
numerous miles on the double ovals
contests on the card, seven of which Colby diamond team stands in twelfth his disastrous episode with the east 1
to work up a tournament that would
The excursion designations and the
in 1920 from 2.05 to 2.07 and was un
will take place on the local diamond. position in the batting list of the New and assurance of a master.
be productive of some fine bowling,
special round trip,
week-end
fare
Forest has taken
beaten.
The additional games are us follows: England colleges.
About the middle of the afternoon and a royal good time in addition.
rates from this city are as follows:
part in 4 games, lias laced tin* pitcher when Alain street
The other pacers in the stable are
was practically
May
I Danforth High at Houlton.
After chewing over this idea for
Works
and
Return.
$.1.04;
15 tunes and has collected 6 safe hits deserted, dm wouid-be bandit made
Hayward Wilkes, 2.15ft, a game Iron
.May 15 Mars Hill at Mars Hill.
some
time, the T I M E S Pah. Co. took
Schoodic,
$2.S I ;
Norcross,
S3.5N ;
reliable race horse that was one of
May 17 Fort Fairfield at Ft. Fairfield for an average of .400. The number his appearance clad in a disguise tlie matter up with tin* BrunswickGreenville, $4.71; Sandy Point, $1.64;
of collegians on the list totals -to.
the select few Aroostook steeds to
which consisted of a bunch of bristling
June Id Fort Fairfield at Houlton.
Balke people and sounding them out
win more than Jl.ooo.oo in 1921. Stockton. $1.82; Kidders (Penobscot
black whiskers and a pair of black as to t heir willingness to provide a
Park)
$1.92;
Searsport.
$2.ul.
Putnam Pros., who raced him the last
glasses, an outfit which was familiar suitable trophy, provided that we
Corresponding reductions will be
two years, swaped bin with H a iij
to many as In* had been seen in P
could convert the four clubs to our
Th
AIcGluskey Goal A- Wood Go.
Besides the honor pupils wlm are
a short time ago and got in exchange in effect from Northern Maine June
before. His appearance was noted by
way of thinking. We print herewith,
has
he.
■
a
organized
at
Houlton.
to
deal
a half interest in the 2-year-old pacer tion. Old Town. Dover-Foxeroft. et c. Marguerite Albert, valedictorian, Phyl
Hen Byers, a public car driver across tin
answer:
in
fuel
and
conduct
a
genera!
delivery
lis
Griffin
salutatoriun.
Keiiehn
.Murphy
This special fare announcement is
Peter Tanlac by Peter the Great
the sire.‘i who informed tlm world that
The Bninswiek-Balke-Collender Go
litisim
a
s:
capital
stock.
$5
u
,
iiu
.
i
,
of
and
Donald
AIcGluskey,
the
following
in
addition
to
tin
1
one
mad-'
public
2.07 1-9. This is a very promising colt
“ Then* gees Fred Keating to rob the
94-96 Washington St.
that worked in 2.17 at two years with recently regarding the reduction in have been chosen to represent the v. 11 i <1 i $2 4,!n1.1 is common stock' and ban!;.'' No one paid any attention to
Boston, Alass.
$25.1
m
i
is preferred stock; nothing Hen as he
rates,
which
be class at graduation: Helen A! i I cl: e ’.l.
a quarter in 31. A bright future is passenger fare
must have hi litt! .joke.
April 2S, 1922.
paid
in
:
par
value.
$luu.
comes effective May
1.
On
and G ret idi e n Turner, Paul Gillen and
predicted for him.
However it turnefi out
to
* r.o Tiun 'S Publishing ( hi..
The
following
a
re
t
he
officers
:
Leland
Ilnvi'V
for
Glass
Prophecy
and
after
that
date
round
trip
tickets
Glue
Dan Dillion by Dan Q. Jr.. 2.14ft.
joke as " T
L o n e W o l f mlei'ed tin
Houlton, AJaine.
owned by Geo. Avery, and Dorris i f limited to 3n days will be sold between Presentation of Gifts; Mary Great!, if. AIcGluskey, president, Win! eld !■
hank
and
•
King
a
.4.'
automat
it
Attention
Charles H. Fogg. President.
A. at one and Bernice Taggett, Prescott Burhdgfi AlcCurthy. treasurer, Houlton; The
by Gen. Constantine. 2.10ft, dam. the ail stations on tin* B.
u n d e r t i n me
o f Ilol X!
Pullen,
tin
Dear
Sir:
.M cG illbuddy, cle rk, L ittle to n .
good old race mare f l o r a If. 2 L>%. a half fare for the round trip; also to and Perry Barker for th..... -says.
I r e a s i l l ' e r
demandedd what money
Your letter dated April 22. address-mi
The six Weeks e\al))S will lie g i v i l
owned by Joe Aucoir. are a pail of and from Bangor plus fares between
t h e r e
W is.
Air.
Gillen obligingly to our New York office has be'*n re
\ut e m e hi!e
Inspector
Civot jmotn
the
Union
station
and
Nort
Imi'ii
.Maine
this
wi'ek
and
all
the
pupils
are
asked
green ones that haven t had mu- li

DIAMOND LID TO BE
RUNAWAY HORSES DO
PRIED OFF THURSDAY
NO SERIOUS DAMAGE

B. & A. Announces
Week-End Excursions

Bank Bobbery
at Danforth, Maine

H. H. S. NOTES

MCCLUSKEY COAL & WOOD CO.

d a violator of the automobile law c o m p l i e d v. th what he had but the ferred to us for attention as the Bos
Junction.
to slimy hard in preparation for these.
Hit Amity before Judge Archibald amount fail, d to ■ isfy 17"ating wiio ton branch oilice of the BrunswickThmxnlay tlie first i oi -D;>11 game of
Sleeping Car Service
The trotting star of ilm stable is
ail the.'" was. Baike Collendor Company has juii>
last
>)■ mu a v ) n g n Operator's insisted on 'navi
Commencing Alonday. AI*y 1 ,
tin- season w ill lw held. If. II. S. will
Alfred King. 2.13%. that has been the
This second l ' e . | ! l e
w as also grant "d diction in New England territory.
it
bout
Legist
ra
t
ion.
king pin trotter of Aroostook for the sleeping car will b*■ attach* d to G c play with 1 ),a ufort li. II, II. S . ha - a
■ tile only otbe"
We read with interest what you sa\
St Iff line.
He is hut in the i XeX it v.
last two years. It is true they hr,at train halving Boston daily except Sal - v inn I 11 -a :11 ! h i s \ air and u > fa a ea a
(
,i
tpaui
of
■
Mi-Julia .-p1 xrx in regards to tournament competition,
a v i ng Regi.-t ration
urday.
at
9
p.
m.
and
arrive
at
Green
;
>
fp
"
d
lo
mis
I
higa
i.w.
him once in a while but nothing has
1 ) a : t eJU] t to get in t i e pas' among howling teams in
a.-..-i-e;mt mad
red wit!, mud ;;s t i he
! .i 1 1 -ra t a)'• • has Im n r> <■ : • i] , rain
shown up yet that could oat trot him ville Hi" fie lowing fnii'inmii mailing
:i■ • r r i l l w .
She vra - oixfi r- your seciii'n. and would say. that w■
n
'
n
i
b
e
r
c
a
n
n
o
t
h
"
i (i!ii!'"'t:oii' with a s ten new for all Dm \Ya r D> ■; >r rl iin ■a t i ■<a; i •m i a a I In
for a series ot races.
xi t i ” g who, a ; t c v are :n a gp ■mi tit with the suggestion
:fly by
.
j
:;
r
pin
:
*
s
cl-a
n
a
ml
t rainint: 'dan d at ('amp I a -\i -as r a i
He is in better shape now thru a? points on Moosoln-ad lake.
hills i
is po* lo t puli* d made in your letter, i. e . to present
This <ar will ho uporaS'd into and s u u i n m r .
A n v
h o y
v j . - h i n g
in
la in v
any time since lie■ hit tin's country
■r
by
'tiding
pu -It to yon a SiIv r Combination Loving
at G c i "i rst I la pi i-t
and gets a time allowance that allows out of Bangor and no extra <liargo move a hoih G:d ; may a dv J > ,\! r.
b o th
into
ip h
va
uit.
;
he Cup Bowling
•
•v*
aim:
rnii.-idel
of
a
rophy to bo competed
da;.
him to start whore lie will do his will he made for passengers between Perkino
roi a g in. Mi
P u ll e n shut
t i m for by t
howling
clubs and teams
hymn
w
rifers
and
the
old
Plans are lm.-uly going i -f 'AXI rd ter
owner a lot of good. He is th * Northern .Maim* Junction and Bangor
din. : gtx ■ and
■ati’ ig was foiled in your > tion, which we understand.
m
en's
(
1
1
oir
of
the
o'd
I’
ll
vs
i
i
'a
in
sleeping
car
holding
through
tiekEd
in
xi:
ion
Hay.
.May 24. Mr.
property of T. V. Holdaway.
Utte npt which, 1
)
U lC C e .- d
would he opt indy within our territory.
uh t
■v. II. G. tn
Miss Talbot
(5)
2.16% by J- i ts to points on the Bangor <V- A mi r - A. K . St e| -on lias ,,;)■■f e d a s i l v e r cu n
( ■!. would ha \" t urm
rat
bet
which
in this <as *. would not go (in' ’h'
master
I’arlo;
told
o:
X i ' i: ! V e i l
to
t 11 • *,*, I n | | | m e l a s and
Malcomb Forbon, 2."S. won the last- took railroad.
b u n g l i n g cotm dy in t o a
1
*
1
v
or
side
of
the Maine -tate line, and wh.i- it
opposit
ion
of
itit
rodui'A dining car will he at (ached to this
\( ish to thank him v* ry iiiui h fIe !'
est throe-year-old race ev *r contested
near tragedy.
v oil 1*1 be compet* '1 for by such clubs.
m g a .o
ii
f
mii.de
into
i
bun
:i
train
at
Bangor
md
breakfast
will
he
kind
inti
rest
in
tlie
-*r!
e !io o I.
A:
in Aroostook county. This wa- a big
S' ■ I ' V i c e
At this tit ■ ICuiing. beremin, l ti as th * Mt'duxnekeag Club, the B. P.
tho-e of tlie Psalms.
I. Ricker and Mars Hill 1 t'e g.)j
growth filly that impioved with each served at 7.in a. in., enabling Moose
tel'ested
ill
Ding
well
-pellt
as
few
m i e t h i ti g
outside,
th'd O. E.. tin* Moosdeuk of Presque Isl*
race until in late fill she v.as a head lake passengers to obtain break to ttake pa rt in the t ra ok '.'eats
hilt
before
1
it
ion
were
fa
m
i
I
ia
r
with
l
a
i
d
h
a
r
d
l
y
g
o
t
t
e
n
out and the St. Croix of Calais.
tough proposition to beat. She is fast before arrival at Derby. Tin* that day and t hey assure li that Hi
of sight almost every a b l e
bodied
We would be pleased to send a suit
G'iii'i'h
hymns.
dining
car
will
he
run
through
to
Alii
are
coming'
in
strong,
! OW e v e ]', W<
owned by L. H. Powers who also owns
(iti/.en in town, led by armed officers able cup as mentioned, ono which in
linocket.
aren't
frightened
and
we
intend
to
ih
Calgary Earl, 2.02%.
joined in a man hunt md gave the. <,,n' opinion would make a better apReturning, the sleeping car will he our very best whether w ■ win or not
A d c le Garter. ad a Cromwell. Alary
Peter Stilwell, 2.17ft, 1v Peter the
little village about th most exciting Pearance. and would bo of more vain*',
Great, 2.07%. is one of the new attached to train leaving Greenville at Be sure to keep that day fr* '■ as y o ti I filling, Ala rear t Gould, Phyllis Ingrathen tin* Silver Candle Pin presented
half
hour it has soon in many days.
3.30
j).
in.,
daily
except
Sunday.
The
must
collie
to
see
t
he
different
I'V
nt s. ham. Evelyn Wil y,
comers whose work will he watched
Louise
Taber,
some time ago, and would ask that
sleeping
car
on
the
return
trip
will
Not
long
alter
the
start
of
the
chase
Miss
Gray
has
reported
that
tin
I lorace
Alooers.
1lorot by
Lovely,
with interest. He is a fine looking
you ad vis** us. for engraving purposes,
K
not
run
into
Bangor
but
will
be
at
a
ting
was
seen
by
two
men.
walkSophomores
have
keen
doing
excep
Wet
fast gaited trotter that was close up
11 Ward. Weston Atchinson.
He what th*' nam*' of your league might
Daly. Kenneth Anderson. El- ing along the railroad track.
in 2.07% last year on the Grand tached to train at Northern Maine tionally well in thejr public speaking. Jam
l>e; whether Hn* Aroostook County
Junction
for
Boston,
arriving
at
4.5u
stopped
when
a
collide
of
shots
were
This is their first year of public speak V l)( ll I Gartlev,
Circuit. He is eligible to the slow
Bernard
Hagerman,
League or th*' Eastern Maine State
a.
in.
Passengers
will
be
allowed
to
tired
into
the
air
and
showed
much
ing
and
they
have
made
if
one
great
Gerald Grant, Hollis Hamilton and
trots and belongs to I.ee Ervin.
League, etc., etc. W e would make no
success thus far. Tin* following have Elmer Kinney.
From these tin* final surprise when taken into custody,
Bonnie Girl (2> 2.5 3% by Henry remain in the car until 6.30 a. in.
conditions
other than
placing
the.
Tin 1 dining car will he attached to been chosen for the preliminary speak spealc is for th** Sophomore contest lie pretended not to know what it
Setzer. 2.10%, is a chestnut filly that
trophy
in
hands
such
as
the
Times
was
all
about
even
in
the
face
of
the
this
train
at
Derby
allowing
sullicient
ing: ITorence Adams. Marion Berry, will In chosen.
Harry bought at the Brockton (Mass.)
tell t;il<* marks of the whiskers which Puldis ling Company for proper dis
Fair last fall after seeing her trot time for passengers to obtain dinner
position, ;md that th*' rub's of play
were on his fare.
before
arrival
at
Northern
Maine
third in 2.18 in her first race. This
<on form with those of the Atlantic
Junction.
Finally after a grilling lie admitted
was a sparkling performance as she
Coast Bowling Assn, We might sugWith service a la eart" and also a
that 1 )*' had don*' the deed and was
was right off the farm and lacked
gest. however, that a condition be
Arrangements are being mad** at request*'*! to com*' with the babies.
menu
of
combination
breakfasts,
the
taken to Alachias where lie was hound
the experience of the other starters.
made, provided you thought it best,
Her dam was the Peter the Great mare dining car ser vue will he commenced the Aladigan .Memorial for celebrating Invitations are being sent to 155 over under S2 0 ,nni) bonds until tlm*
that
tin* cup become th*' property of
Bonnie Way. 2.17%. that raced better May 2, the cars leaving this city and on May 12, National Hospital Day mothers and all are especially invited meeting of flm Calais court which
the
club
winning it in two or thr*'*
operating
as
follows:
to
com*'.
No
show
is
so
pleasing
as
SltS next week.
than 2.10 as a thrte-year-old
and
in honor of Florence Nightingale
successful seasons.
Leave
Bangor
on
train
No.
3
at
a
baby
show
and
every
mother
should
produced such good performers as
whose lu2 nd anniversary occurs on make an effort to be present.
Yours very truly,
Houlton friends of Fleetwood ’ ride
Bonnie Setzer. 2.11%. Peter Setzer. 7.10 a. m. and run to Alillinoeket.
Tim
Brunswick-Baik**
Collendor Co.
that
did*'.
'ITm following
committees
wen' a former resid* nt here, will lx* sorry
2.12%. etc. She is cwned by Shaw Breakfast will b>* served immediately
By (). R. Heinrich. Manager.
This is being generally observed chosen to look .after the program:
upon
train
leaving
Bangor
at
7.10
a.
and Powers.
to h am of his serious loss by fir*' at
1). AI.
throughout th** F. S. and Canada
A*l\x Gmu, Mrs. A. T. Smith, Airs.
It is reported that Ralph Burrill. m. Returning ear will he attached to
From th*' abov<* letter, it will
h*>
Oakland.
Main*'. Th*' following clip
inviting the general public to visit on S. L. White, .Miss Sarah Mullierrin.
train
No.
2
at
Alillinoeket
and
run
to
who has been second trainer for the
seen
that
the
question
of
a
trophy
is
that
day
the
different
hospitals
for
Baby Show - Airs. J. ( ’ . Aladigan, ping from a down state paper tells
noted Grand Circuit r busman Walter Northern Maine Junction, at Northern
All wo need now is
th*' purposing of better acquaintance Airs. J. p. Costello, All's. G. E. Dunn. the story: “ Fir** of unknown origin easily settled.
Maine
Junction
the
car
will
he
at
Cox for the last two or three years,
the consent of the four clubs, each
with ways and methods of treating All’s. Roht. LauTis.
early Wednesday. April 26th. destroy
has been engaged to train the Powers' tached to train No. 7, and run to
on*' of which has ample facilities for
the sick and injured. At the Aladigan
Derby,
at
Derby
the
dining
car
will
be
Refreshments---Airs.
E.
P.
Hender
ed
tin*
entire
season's
output
ol’
last
horses consisting of Calgary Earl
“ open day” house will lie observed son, Airs. Jas. Hogan, Mrs. Geo. Wilson, blocks of Pride <£ Perkins and the holding a tournament, if they win tin*
2.02%, Miss Talbot CD 2.1G%. and attached to train No. 4, and run into
( up.
from 2 to 5 p. m. One of the attract - Mrs. James Pierce.
Bangor.
warehouse in which they were ston'd.
Bonnie Girl (2) 2.25%.
Tii('iv is no question in our mind
_______ _
ions of the day will be a Baby Show,
Merchants’ "Window Display— Airs. Tlie loss was placed at $45,000 on tlie
Mr. Burrill is well known in HoulAlbert Hoyt of Fort Fairfield was a to which ail mothers with babies horn Parker Ward, Mrs. J. A. Donovan, blocks and $5,000 on the building, wit li but this would lie a big boost for
caller in town Monday.
there in the last two years are Mrs. Geo. Chamberlain.
(Continued on page 4)
partial insurance.”
track work as yet.
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(Continued on page 5)
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scowling, stumbling, swearing misery, [ Trains must run for carrying car-load whole scheme is wrong, how'ever, and
them of the names of firms that
that edges ever nearer to revolt.
freight and smaller shipments go in if I were a road builder or a railroad
To make the air safe for wireless is
Established April 13, 1860
In varying proportions everyone’s the same trains. At such times all man I would not allow' my life blood specialize in New England products,
the problem to which the world is now
life mingles the experiences of that freight, short or long-haul, is much to be sapped without one squeal at the Agricultural Bureau of the Bos
ALL T H E HOME NEWS
addressing itself. It is a problem that
ton Chamber of Commerce has as
Published every Wednesday morning thrust upon the nations almost in a carry. At its best and for a few, work needed for the gross revenue of the least.”
becomes
play,
at
least
for
blessed,
roads.
by the Times Publishing Co.
The
article
to
which
she
called
our
night; and the suddenness with which
sembled detailed information as to
The roads make rate reductions on attention was one entitled: “ Why
this world was confronted with the jewel-like moments. By the larger
C H A S . H. FOGG, President
the various kinds of products handled
number it is seen not as a joy but a specific: traffic where it appears that Good Roads Go Wrong,” by Ross B.
new issue almost has dazed it.
C H A S . G. L U N T , Managing Editor
by Boston concerns.
Nearly all revolutionary discoveries tolerable burden, borne for the sake of they can compete successfully with Johnston in the Farm Journal. He
The Bureau has found that many
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year in in science or mechanics have been ex the children's education, the butter on the trucks. But the B. & M. at least starts out with the premise that:
the
daily
bread,
the
hope
of
promotion.
lias
not
made,
and
does
not
con
farmers
send their products to Boston
“
There
is
no
such
thing
as
a
perma
tremely slow of development. The
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
world waited many years after the Finally, for the submerged fraction of template1 making, any general reduc nent road,” a statement which will w'ithout knowing whether the stand
advance
first demonstration of the magnetic humanity who are forced to labor tion in class rates to meet motor I meet with quite general acceptance ing of their consignee is good or
Single copies five cents
telegraph before the Morse invention without choice and almost from child competition. The class rates lie at ; without much demonstration. The ar whether he handles the products ship
Advertising rates based upon guaran
was put into practical operation; and hood, life seems drudgery, borne sim- the base of the whole rate structure ; ticle is illustrated with several views ped. A Maine farmer recently ship
teed paid in advance circulation.
the first flight of the Wright brothers Pl>' because they cannot stop without and “ to reduce1 them for short hauls I of expensive roads broken down be ped dressed poultry to a Boston firm
where truck competition is acute cause of faulty construction, poor that handled only butter, cheese and
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton in their crude airplane was followed still greater misery. They are
mitted to it, as to a prison, and they (would involve reductions lor longer drainage, inadequate foundations and eggs. It required the efforts of the
by
years
of
experimenting
before
avi
for ciculation at second-class
hauls where such competition is non- ! attention is given to the experience Agricultural Bureau to untangle the
ation became an accepted fact. So it cannot get out.
postal rates
It
is
not
often,
I
believe,
that
a
existent
or at least negligible; or it France had with the failing of her misunderstandings that resulted. In
has been with most other ventures of
All Subscription are
D IS C O N T IN  the sort. Radio of course we have whole1 life1 is possessed by any one1 such reductions were not made1 would ! fine road system under the stress of another case, a farmer shipped three
discrimination
extremely war traffic. She is using asphaltic barrels of apples to a firm that dealt
U E D at expiration
known of for 20 years but radio tele of these (dements— play, work or produce
drudgery.
Work
usually
makes
up
the1
difficult
to
defend.”
The
roads
must 1concrete, sheet asphalt and stone only in carload lots of apples. Much
phones had been installed in many
larger
part
of
life,
with
play
and
|
continue1
to
operate;
they
find
it
well ' block on the roads that failed under time was spent and many letters were
homes and hundreds were listening to
N O W IS T H E T I M E
the music and lectures sent out from drudgery sprinkled in. Some: of us to take what short-haul business they j the heavy traffic, which shows what! written before the three barrels were
The current issue of the Aroostook the broadcasting stations that had >nt most seasons, all of us at some1 can get ami not to undertake by slash- ,
we in this country are coming to if { found and turned over to a dealer
County Farm Bureau News contains been established before the great ma- i seasons, find work a galling yoke to ing rates to put the trucks out of busi-;
we permit the heavy traffic use of| who could better handle them.
some valuable Information as it always jority of people knew that such an 1which we have to submit blindlyor : ness. The one thing the railways can j the roads.
j
In consequence of many such in
does, but what it has to say about accomplishment was possible.
( angrily for a time, but with revolt in do today is to wait for the inevitable | In concluding Mr. Johnston says: stances, the Agricultural Bureau has
the farmer getting ready to plant
in
day individuals by the our hearts. Yet I have rarely seen deflation, make every exertion to'
“ To get dow’ii to brass tacks, there classified its members according to the
certified plots of potatoes is very time thousands were sending in their orders drudgery so overwhelming as to crush ( render good service, and then, when
must be a general adoption of state products handled and can now' furnish
ly, in fact the information contained . ^ ra(u0 receiving stations and the out altogether the play of humor and the trucks are placed on a regulated |and federal systems of road control, information about reliable commis
in the above s ieet, if followed,
.....1 ”will
” n newspapers had engaged radio editors ! good-fellowship during the day's toil basis and their charges are no longer in order to get and keep up good sion men in Boston who specialize in
return to the farmer ten fold over
a mere matter of local and emergent roads. Thorough maintenance is the New' England products.
and were publishing radio depart- as "'oil as alter it.
the small cost of becoming a member
In
play
you
have
what
you
want.
In
conditions,
and when the railroads j only way to keep good roads from
ments.
“ Inconvenience, severe losses and
of this organization.
Naturally all this shooting of elec- work you know what you want and be-, have reduced “ their present abnormal-; going bad. First build good roads, incorrect returns,” according to a
We
have mentioned in these triCai impulses through the ether with lieve that you are serving or approach-: ly high local rates,” the real tug of then keep them good."— Kennebec statement issued by the Bureau, “ can
columns the benefits of S r o w i n E ' t h e w a v e s c r o s s i n g a n d r e c r o s s i n g o n e iug it. In drudgery no desired object ( war will come.— Boston Herald.
Jou rnal.
be avoided by more exact information
Certified seed, which means proper j another, lias already created much
iu sight.; blind forces push you o
n
.
---------------which we will be glad to furnish. We
seed selection, treatment of same ; confusion and is bound to create more
Present good, future good, no good— j V E T T A L K I N G A B O U T ROADS
are prepared to furnish this either
I N F O R M A T I O N FOR F A R M E R S
as well as frequent inspections dnr- 1as the new method of communication 1these possibilities are mingled in the One
of oursubscribers,
a lady livTo provide means of warning New’ directly to the farmers, in reply to in
ing growth, care in spraying and many ! g r o w s jn popularity.
(crude ore which we ordinarily call ing in a neighboring town, writing
quiries from them, or to the county
other things and yet with the extra | 3 What is to be done about it? How; work. Out of that we must smelt, if ( us about the matter of roads and en- England farmers against unreliable agents of the state farm bureaus of
care and work connected therewith j is the air to become
saturated with Jwe can, the pure metal of a vocation closing the clipping of an article on commission men and of informing New' England.”— Bangor Commercial.
the expense is more than returned in ; syllables and soundsand yet all be I At for the spirit of man. The crude this subject which she found interest
the higher price for the product when { capat»ie of interpretation by those de-! mass of “ work,” as it exists today in ing, asks some pertinent questions
grown. Not only in the matter of j sjrjng to interpret them?
Jmines, ships, stores, railroads, school- Perhaps some of our readers can an
increase of price, but if Oertified seed - These are questions that must be rooms and kitchens, contains elements swer them.
She would like to know: “ Why
is raised honestly and the growerj ansWered, ami the more rapidly the * that should be abolished, elements
delivers exactly what he sells and j*a(iio stations increase tin1 more dif-1that are hard, but no harder than \se should tin1 state, meaning you and me
what the order calls for there is no ^iCUjt w jjj jt j)e
soiVe the problem. : need to call out the best of us, and as taxpayers, build roads for five,
need of worrying ovei all futuie sales, ^jgxt week the international radio con-! hen1 and there a nugget ol pure ten, fifteen ton trucks and require the
steam roads to build and maintain
for the goods will speak foi them- ferenc.e composed of Americans, Brit- delight.
The saving habit is a prize worth
their own roads? Should not com
selves and the purihasei at once be-1
French and Germans, will meet in
** opyright by Richard i . i abut)
working for. Determine to cultivate
panies he formed, exactly as the rail
comes an advertisei foi the s e ed ; p arjs anq address themselves to the
it
constantly. Open an account with
R
A
I
L
R
O
A
D
A
ND
MOTOR
T
R
U
C
K
road companies are, to run trucks
bought. This has happened a numbei uni-avtqjng ()f t}le puzzle,
the Houlton Savings Bank and make
Vice-President Genii Fori of tin1 over their own roads, closed to the
of times the past few jea is when
Qne of the American members of
regular deposits.
Boston «£ .Maim1 railroad offers some public, opening up a new line of busi
certain men have gained a reputation thp (.onfere,u.e is Edward J. McNally.
i
interesting
suggestions
on
tin
1
competi
ness, and the State could then build
for seed as sold and after their stock president of the Radio Corporation of
tion of the motor truck’ with tin1 rail roads for general traffic and travel,
has been sold they lefused to delivei America; and in a recent interview
an inferior grade rather than to lose Mr Ml.Xallv has outiilUMi some of the ways of New England in short-haul that would he excellent and at a pos
He
declares
that sible expenditure of money. By favor
their reputation, with the result that things that he says must iu. done if transportation.
and ing tin1 trucks as we are now doing
their stock has been sold in advance ,tho wh()hj radio situation is not to bo throughout the United States
especially here in New England we we are ringing the death knell of the
ot harvest and these men
do not conu, hol)k.ssly confused and
enDividends at the rate of 4% Per
i a n 1 engaged in the wasteful enterprise railroads. We ought not to put them
worry over the price, knowing that the tangled
Annum
have been paid fer tho past
reputation that tl ey have established ‘ Tht>ro must ,)(1 international control of building up two agencies of trans out of business, hut they can’t live
eleven
years.
portation where one might be made with this one-sided competition.
is all that is necossaiy.
: t)f wave lengths, he pointed out: some
to serve; that the motorists are not
“ .Just with my own little affairs,
Some might say that it every grower method must be found to protect eth.paying a fair share of the increased and we art1 tail of tin1 heal) in this
went into this business the
market ;t-rialsources: and at the same time
cost of highway construction made farming business, we are arranging
would not be as good. Far from it, tinue can be no legislation incompatnecessary by their increasing use of for our lime and fertilizers
to be
there are too few Certified seed grow- j j,j0 with the right of tho people to tin*
the roads the taxpayers build; that the brought to us by truck, being less ex
ers in any country and with the best freedom of their air.
railroads are paying a large part of pensive than by rail freight.
The
soil in the United States for growing | An international code or language
tin1 taxes that maintain these public
potatoes the possibilities of Aroostook i ijko esperanto is another need that is
highways, while these roads are used
as one huge seed farm where o n ly ; suggested by the American promoter,
practically free by their competitors.
the best can be bought are unlimited
All tiieHe things do not look like
tin1 trucks.
He shows that railway
T IM E TA B L E
and should be realized. The oppor- easy propositions, and they an1further
rates are rigid, that the roads must
E
f
f
e
c
t
i
v e F e b r u a r y 2, 1922
tunities for Aroostook to come into complicated by the fact that at the
give :pi days’ notice of any change to
T r a in s D aily E xce p t Sunday
her own cannot be measured, for it is rate of progress now being made the
some state or federal regulatory body,
From H O U L T O N
sadly recognized that other sections j new' method of communication is likewhile the trucks may raise or lower S. 1:: ;i. in. F o r
P ortlan d
an d
are very eagerly bidding for the Potato t jy to keep several waves ahead of the
their rates at will to meet conditions
Bos ton.
seed trade of the south and this bid- Jregulators,
You may not be inclined to ask a
l-’ni- F o r t F a ir f ie ld , ( ’aril- o n,
s. t a. hi
as they arise.
ding has been very successful in
---------------Lim eston e and V a n Huron.
triend to lend it to you. Why not
Mr. Fort, therefore, would require
many instances to the detriment of
:t
a . m - F o r A s h l a n d , F o r t K e n t , St.
have a fund that is always ready and
the operators of tin1 trucks to pay
F r a n -'is ,
alsi >
W ashburn,
the Aroostook grower.
The past
-------at
your command— a fund that is
a larger share of the cost of build-,
Pn-S 'iu e Isle. V a n B u n - n via
season has been an expensive one for
CRUDE ORE AND NUGGETS
constantly growing at interest.
Squa Ban a n d .Mapleton.
ing and maintaining tin* roads over
many of the growers in Aroostook, ;
By Dr. Richard C. Cabot
Open an account with tin1 Houlton
which they run.
He would place l :j . r,: I '. m - F u r P r e s q u e Isle a n d I ' a r i b n u
and as in all things in life if we are
A camper starting into tin* woods on
F u r (t re i -n v ille , B a n g e r , P o r t 1
]'. in
Trust Co.
truck lines engaged in the business
land a n d Boston.
willing to profit by our experience, his annual vacation undertakes with
of common carriers between incur- '
For
Bangor,
P o rtlan d
an d
! m
the above facts should be carefully enthusiasm the familiar task of carry1lost on B u ffe t Sle.-pine- ( 'ar
considered, as it is a way to place the ing a Saranac boat upon a shoulder- porated cities and (owns under the;
<’a r ilio u to Post on.
supervision of the i lit e r . - w a t e com- (
interest Paid on Savings Accounts
potato industry of Aroostook on a yoke. The pressure of the yoke on his
» ; . v ! -. in
For Ft. F a irfie ld . V a n B utvn
merce commission
and
the sta t• 1 j
much firmer founda ion than it now is. shoulders fee is as good as the* grasp
D ue H O U L T O N
regulatory bodies. And he also w o u l d 1
If a copy of the News referred to of an old friend's hand. The tautening
F ron t
Van
Buivn.
('a rd n n
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Almost

a

WORTH WORKING FOR

Ho'uiTON Sa v in g s B ^ n k
MbuyroN, maihe'

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

SUPPOSE YOU WANTED
TO BORROW $10

EDITORIAL COMMENT

above is wanted, it can

be

obtained

o f hi s m u s c l e s

to tin- s t r a i n o f c a r r y - .

Farm ing seems to gird up his lions and true
up his whole frame. With tilt* spring
of the ground beneath him and the
elastic rebound of the boat on its
H A P P IN E S S
resilient yoke. In1 seems to d;mce over
The one lesson which it is neces the ground between two enlivening
sary for humans to learn if they rhythms. It is pure fun.
would be happy is the inability of
In the course of half a mile or so,
material things to satisfy. We strive the carry begins to feel like work.
vainly for years for some possession The pleasant, snug tit of tin* yoke has
or pleasure which we think will make become a very respectable burden,
our happiness and contentment perfect eheerfullv borne for the sake of the
and when we at last achieve it, we object in view, but not pleasant. Tin1
find it is only ashes in our mouth. satisfaction of the carry is now some
The only good we receive from it is thing anticipated, no longer grasped
the determination we may gain in in the present. The job is well worth,
striving for it.
while, but it is no joke. It will fe“ !
Happiness is real y gained through good to reach the end and set the boat
things which seem to our material down.
Finally, if in about lh minutes more
eye intangible but which, after all,
are the real things in lift*. Analyze there is still no sight of tin1 end. no
the pleasure we gain. A young girl blue, sparkling glimmer of distant
is eager for a new ( ress. She thinks water low down among the* trees, the
if she could but possess a certain work becomes drudgery. Will it over
dress she would be completely happy, end? Are we on the right trail at all?
Perhaps fortune grants this favor and Is it worth while to go on? Perhaps
the dress is hers. Perhaps she is not; but to stop means painfully lowerhappy, but it is not the dress which ing the boat to the ground and later
makes her so, if she is a natural-born heaving it up again, which is the worst
possession gives to others. The mere task of all— worse than going on as we
possession of the dress means nothing 1are. So we hang to it, but now in
to her. It is the intangible that really
-■
...
.
—
by writing to the Aroostook
Bureau at Presque Isle.

counts.
WOMEN GIVE OUT
Take the case of a man who brings , Housework is har(1 enough when
his wife a piece of lovable Jewelry. j healthy
Every Houlton woman who
Is it the possession of the j e w e l r y ^ kaVing backache, blue and nervous
that pleases her? That is the tangi- Speus> djzzy headaches and kidney or
hie thing, the thing which we can |bladder troubles, should he glad to
see and feel. It is the thought which ! heed this Houlton woman’s experiprompted the gift which brings th e |ence;
happy flush to her cheek and tears of
'
^
„ .
Mrs. Henry Hawkes, 21 North St.,
happiness into her eye*.
1says:
“ I have used Doan s Kidney
So, after all, material pleasures p|jjs on different occasions when my
are not the real things. They are not kjdnpys were weak and out of order
the things that count.
Happiness |and they have never failed to do me
comes through intangible things
good. My back at times, has ached
love, unselfishness, thoughtfulness, for- pretty i)ad and everything seemed a
giveness. And the best part about i t , drag to me. I felt nervous and tired
is that the intangible things aie the |ad
time and my kidneys didn’t
things we cannot possess in any ac^ regUiariy and in other ways showdegree. That degree all depends on ed 8jgns 0f disorder. I would be i
ourselves.
dizzy by spells, too. Seeing Doan’s
Laurels are all very well but they
have never been found substantial
enough to support anyone
When a
man begins to rest on his laurels he
Is bound to be let down, sometimes
with considerable force.

Kidney Pills highly advertised led me
to try them and it didn’t take them
long to relieve me.
I recommend
|Doan’s willinging for I have never
! used them hut what they have helped
me.” 60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
59

a . hi.
co-ordinate us fully us possible the;
a n d F o rt F a ir f ie ld .
service of the railroad and the truck.-.. v :;x
l-’r-'in Bo.-ton. P o r t la n d . B a n In addition he would “ scale down,
Uo r .
B uf fet Se e p fi m Boston
i o ( 'a rile -ii.
the present short-haul railroad ra t« |
a.s promptly as
possible.''
There | 1 IV ii. 1: l. F r o m Bos ton, P o r t l a n d . B u n g o r an d ( t r e o n v ille .
cmerg ' s one ()f the
most
debated;
F r o m P in a -s to n e an d <’a r i 1 ::v
m.
questions of the present situation.
lion
Why should not the railroads let the ;; Oii ; i m. F r o m St. F r a m e s . F t . K e n t ,
also V a n B u n -ii, W a s h b u r n ,
trucks have the short-haul and the
P re s q u e Isle v ia Squa B an .
less-tlmn-carload-lots business, ahan-

,|(,n ib.- competition and go aftei tlU‘
long-lual traffic almost exclusively?
For one thing, says Mr. Fort, because
during periods of depression
it
is
impossible to cut overhead expenses
in proportion to the loss of trall'n

From
Van
B u n -n , F a r i b o u ,
Fo rt Fairfield
r.:: i. m. - F r o m Boston, 1’o r t l a n d an d
Bangor
T i m e la id . s g i v i n g c o m p le t e i n f o r m a t i o n
m;» y lie <»1 ta im - d a t t i e k e t olliees.
C l :< >. m . i n > n ; i i T ( > . v .
( tellel at Pa ssengi-r A g e n t , B a n g o r . M a i n e
r.. iv

i. m.

Sick Headache

A Perfect*
Remedy for

Mrs. W. E. Dillingham of Naples, Maine, says
“ We have used your “ L .l'V ’ Atwood Medi
cine in our family for more than eighteen
years and find it a perfect remedy for sick
headache, ami that tired feeling. It is most
valuable for stomach ami bowel trouble. We
feel t hat we can hardly keep house without it. ’ '
Your dealer will supply you with a large hottie for fifty cents,—and you will find it an in
dispensable household medicine.

—-----

‘ Listen, son:
Some folks call this
w h it t lin ' t o b a c c o
old -fa sh ion ed , but
th ey d o n ’ t k n o w
where the honey is !’ *

“ L . F . ” M EDICT XE CO., Portland, Maine

An Ever Increasing Demand
An

O ld

D o c t o r ’s

F am ily
Favo rite

P rescription

s

a

S tandard
Household
M e r it W in s for

Remedy

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Tim main reliance in thousands of
homes for sudden attacks of colds,
coughs, grippe, croup, colic, inhuma
tion of the bowels, sprains, strains,
etc. Keep in the house. Sold every
where.

J[ Sweeter pipeful Jf
Y o u 'll k n o w w h e re th e
“ h o n e y " is all right, w hen
you sm oke you r first pipeful
of Every D a y Smoke.

mm
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“ Another of our troubles,” proceeded
the speaker, “ is dissension and dogma.
TO SWEEP EARTH Sometimes we get impatient with a
man for some sort of standardising
Forest Commissioner Samuel T. recently was unchallenged as t h e ! Sir Conan Doyle, speaking before
ol
our doctrines as to what we believe.
Dana in a statement issued Wednes world's most powerful station, sends: the Unity church congregation in
Personally
I am against that.
I
its
telegraphic
messages
with
ease—
1
Boston,
called
it
the
disgrace
ot
day to the people of Maine, says that
believe
what
Mr.
Wells
said—
that
and
practically
instantaneously,
of
Christianity
that
it
was
cut
up
into
so
Gov. Baxter has requested that the
second week in May be observed as course— over the 4,000 miles of water many sects, and predicted that “ spirit- organization is death. One of the
Forest Protection Week in the State and land that separate Bordeaux from ualism is going to win like a rising things needed is full vitality and life—
Washington; and it has been heard i tide that will submerge everything.” something throwing out fibres and
of Maine.
occasionally
in French Indo China,; Introduced by the Rev. Dr. F. A. Wig- feeling its way along the best lines,
“This is three weeks later and
i gin, pastor, teacher and phychie of the H ie moment you are absolutely
therefore better suited to our climatic 6,000 miles to the east.
“ Lafayette’s title to first place is church, who welcomed him on its be oiganized you kill that. And that is
conditions than the date set for the
Up
country as a whole by President llow challenged by a commercial half, the distinguished visitor was en- j what happened to Christianity.
Harding, who a year ago originated station recently opened on Long 1thusiastically applauded by the audi- to the year 300 1 have no doubt that
the custom of observing Forest P ro -' Island, which, if it is not yet more once and at the close of his brief it was real, a vital religion.
Then you
tection Week on a national scale,” powerful, will be when additional ( address received an ovation. The have that accursed man Constantine
continues Commissioner Dana in his units are added. This station sends; applause came a third time when a man who murdered his own wife
statement.
on the second longest wave in use,; Albert E. Adams, vice-president of and son and committed every crime
For political
“There is every reason why the 19,000 meters or nearly 12 miles, and the church corporation, presented to a mail could commit.
reasons
he
became
a
Christian
and
people of Maine should respond heart-! is employed for transmitting messages him a bouquet,
asked
them
to
turn
out
a
creed.
They
ily to the request of Gov. Baxter to to Germany, about 4,000 miles away.
Profits Go to Movement
take thought of the importance of our!
Communicates Over 5,000 Miles
,
hmm)rrms. turned out a hard and fast creed, and
forests and of the dangers of forest
“ Although the United States Navy s
'
h
f hjs le(>tun, that is what has crippled Christianity
flre8
station at Annapolis, Md., is assigned ly regarding the cu es ol his lec tun ever sine*'.
tour, meanwhile pointing to the lact
“Our State is peculiarly fortunate a wave of 17,145 meters (roughly 10V2
“ I hat council of Nice a in ” 25 was
that such protit as came from it went
th* beginning ot all your religious
In possessing forest resources of ex- miles), the third longest in use, it is
to the movement and not to himself.
traordinary beauty and value. The easily one of the world's most powerquarrels.
It is
th*'
disgrace
of
Proceeding to describe the spirit
protection of these from destruction ful stations. 1 or that matter, so is
Christianity that it is cut up into so
ualistic movement, in
England.
he
is essential to the maintenance of our the Navy station at Cavite, Philippine
many sects at war with one another,
stressed various difficulties
in the
Th*' whole trouble was when they
prosperity. We are justly proud of Islands operating on 13,900 meters,
way, including lack of centralization.
our water powers, of our recreational The Navy depends on the Annapolis
tried to lay down an ironclad law as
“ Some of our most energetic folk at
possibilities, of our industries and of station— which is operated, imidentalto what to l>eli**vo and what not to
home," he said, "are uneducated. Of
our agriculture, but the continued de- ly, by remote control by means of
believe.
course they are non*' the worse for
velopnient of all of these is, to a large keys in the Na\y Building in WashTwo Central Points
that. 1 expoet that the apostles thornextent, dependent on the perpetuation ingtou - to transmit messages day in
selves could neither read nor writ*'
to us. we have
two
centra!
of our forests. Burned or otherwise and day out over a radius of about
Tln> trouble is that in modern condi
t
hat
the
personality
■
carries
devastated forest lands store no wa- 5,500 miles. This rang*' includes the
tions on*' always gets that sort of
■
r
(Doit
i
.
and
that
th
personal
ter, shelter no game, employ no labor, extreme er stern end ot the Mediterleaven coming in, and if a case is
:n communicate back to us. When
) industries, attract no ranean Sea, and the same territory
support
Navy to facilitate America's part in

FOREST PROTECTION
the World War, and since sold to
WEEK IN MAY France. This station which until.

EXPECTS BELIEF

presented

by

a most

eloquent

man

thought that a fair compromise, and
now, I hope, they are going to settle
down more peacefully. The less one
forces one's view on one's neighbors
the more permanent our movement
will be.
“ I have now spoken in every big
city in England and Scotland, and I
have spoken in Australia, and I know
this thing is going to win like a rising
tide that will submerge everything.
You get ignorant people taking against
it, but they don’t know the facts. Get
the facts more and more before the
public, and they are bound to accept
them,

it through. If we were honest enough
to admit the truth, we should have
to acknowledge that many of our
failures are the result of pure laziness
or indifference.

Glasgow is the Mecca

B U Z Z E L L ’S
L IC E N S E D EM BALMIER A N D .
F U N E R A L D IR E C T O R
Phone 161-W— Day or Night

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
MISS MARY BURPEE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Singixg
Studio: Society Hall, Frisbie Block
Telephone 345 M

HOULTON FURNITURE CO.

“ Glasgow is the Mecca of spiritual
ism; there is more spiritualism there
than in any town I know. In Aus
tralia, too, T found great advance be
ing made. It is a real world-wide
movement.
But how it is needed,
especially at this time, when there
have been such losses of life, not so
much in this country as in Europe,
England was very hard hit, and there
is an overflowing desire to know
where these boys have gone, what
has become of them, and whether they
are happy or not. And the boys on
tin' other side also fee] it desperately.
As for me, I accept a thing which is
so beautiful and comforting, apart
from the fact that we are able to
pro\'e it."

DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
D E N T IS T
Fogg Block

Very Agreeable to Tske.
Up Your System on

Build

R E - N U-Y u
An Emulsion of Cod L iv e r
Oil and M alt.
Strong
in V ita m in e s

(No Drugs)

There's finite a differenc* bet wcell
seeing through a project an* seeing a
$4 .00
project through. There are mtinv of
you h
wo viewpoints yon
us who oin see (lie logical outcome ol
have
that
is. essentia!
a bottle
a
proposition providing certain condi
Feeling rai
bicli
in
England
tions are complied
with,
hut
we
at
West
End
Drug
Store
between
N
o i South between
haven't got the sand ami pep to put
! !i ■ N o r t h
they ;ir*' mostly
Cniiarians,
■ South whet'*' t h e y
||[||i|i||j!(|!||!!l|||||]|||!||||M^
n r * 1 l a r g e l y e h u r d i pe*>ph
and dis- jpl!!!li;i!llf!llllllili!!l!:i!l!lll!!!lllll!lllll!!!'!ll!!!li:,l!!i!llld!l!;i!!i!!!l"!i!!!ll!|!|!l!:!lll!liiid^^
1*n rni 111 n n n iti un 1111 tit111»ri i mu mr111
1111111r1111111111111111111111111111111(11111]'
s e n t e r s . hut h a d n o t m t h
less elll- gs =
brac'd rit ualism.
It looked as if Q |
there was going to be open schism. 1
§2 f
suggested a formula. To a man w ho
f§ f
has no religion, I said, spirit ualism is
p g
an entire religion, but !* t a man who
j _ 'i > i ; i " i i u i : i i i i " " ! i " m i l '
lit 1111 iin in n 1111 hi 1n m i 11 i m i n i l : 1m i
n n m ir .
zrz =
d
lias another re'igion keep that religion
It
and add spiritualism to it. Both sides
f| 5

1

can also be readied from the opposite
tourists.
who hasn't got a Mi' in lib a l plia l:
“Last year 302 forest tires burned direction by the Philippine stalion.
dot
s mal;e a difference.
“ The United State's Na vy has the
an area of nearly 70.000 acres and
most
complete
system
of
high
power
caused a loss of over $500,000. These
m
fires cannot be attributed to tlit1 un land stations for radio telegraphy of which follow Annapolis, seven ;
precedented drought.
Dry weather all naval establishments. Southward th*' United States or its territories.
may make fires more dangerous, but of the great Annapolis station it has They are corn morcia 1 stations ;C
it does not start them. Matches did among its larger units the sending Barnegat, N. J., 10,800 meters: St.
that, whether directly or through the plant at Cayey. I’ orto Rico, using a James, Long Island, 10,105; Hawaiian
medium of cigars, cigarettes, pipes, or 10,510 meter wave, and another at Islands, 10,” on; and Tuckorton. N. J.,
camp fires, and matches are struck by Lai boa, Canal Zone, sending on 10,111* 15,9m); the Navy station at Cavite, P.
human beings. Carelessness, not the meters. The ('astern portion of th-' I.; and commercial stations at New
Pacific is covered from the continent Brunswick, N. J., 15,000 meters and
weather, is the cause of most fires.
by
a station at San Diego, California Bolinas, Cal., 15,310 motors. The five
“Maine is generous in permitting
both its own citizens and those of and another on Puget Sound. The foreign stations in tin’s group are
T h e First N ational Bank is
f
other states freedom to enjoy, practi former uses waves of 9,800 meters British stations at Loafodd, near
and
the
latter
of
7.100.
In
th*'
Oxford. England, 15.5oo meters; and
cally without restriction, its magnifi
NOTI CE OF F OR ECL OS U RE
distributing the n ew P ea ce
I
cent wild lands. Is it unreasonable Hawaiian Islands the Na vy has two Carnarvon, Wales, 1 1 . 4 0 0 meters; a
Wlii'ivMs, Leo M. Curtis of Easton
S ilver Dollars at
I
using
11,500 Dutch station in Java, 1 5 ,oon meters; in tlx* County of Aroostook end State
to ask those to whom this privilege sending stations, on*'
Is extended to reciprocate by taking meters and the oilier 8,875. On Guam a Japanese station at lwaki, 15,ooo of Main*', hv his mortgage deed dated
every precaution to protect these is a naval station which scuds on 9,145 motel's; and a French station at April 11, 1918, and recorded in the
Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol.
meters; and finally, in th*' Philippines Nantes. Franco, 15,8oo meters.
lands from damage?
303, Rag *1 454. conveyed to Wallace
“ There are only seven other im J. Sawyer and William D. Wheeler,
e a c h
1
“I, therefore, urge ihe people of is the 13.900 meter station which
Maine to observe Forest Protection completes the N a v y ’s hand of radio portant long distance stations using both of said Easton, the following
Week, May 7-13, 1922. with suitable stations around lie world. Ill prac waves of 1 1 . 0 0 0 meters or more. They described parcel of real estate, towit : that par1, of lot numbered on*'
exercises, and to unite in thought and tically no place where its ships are are Aim Zalml, near Cairo, Egypt, hundred thir:y-four (154) in said
meters;
Nation.
Germany, Easton which was conveyed to said
action for the preservation of our likely to cruise will they be out of i;;,:ioo
common heritage. In particular, I range of dots and dashes from one 1 2 .GOO; Lyons, France, 1 2 ,5(H); Staven- Curtis by said Wallace J. Sawyer and
urge officers of public instruction to or more of the Navy's sending stations. g er Norway, 12,000; Marion, Mass. William L. Wheeler by their warranty
deed of even date with said mortgage,
arrange for exercises in the schools
British Jumps Shorter
1 1 ,0 2 0 ; a station 01 1 the west coast of reference to said deed being had;
which will impress up* n the children
“ The British Navy does not main- India, 11,200; and Rom*', ll.ooo.
said p a r c e l containing sixty (lio) acres,
the importance of our forests and will tain a system of land stations ot its
“ The
United
States
Army
has more or less. And whereas th*' condiCDupons on t h e F o u r t h
j
enlist their active co-operation in for- own but uses those of the British numerous sending stations at its forts 1 0 1 1 s of said mortgage an* now broken
est protection and perpetuation. And Post Office. These postal stations and posts scattered over the United now therefore, we the undersigned
Wallace ,J. Sawyer and William
L.
L ib erty Loan are due and
|
I appeal to those who enter the woods, practically encir* le the earth, but States which operate on wave lengths Wheeler, by reason of the breach of
whether on business cr pleasure, to they do so in much smaller ‘jumps’ from a few hundred to in.non meters. said conditions, ( lain1
, a foreclosure of
p ayable A p ril 15th, 1922
I
obey scrupulously the forest fire laws than those of the United States Navy, The Post Office Department at its said mortgage.
Dated
at
Fort
Fairfl*
■
I<
1
.
Maine,
this
of the State, to refrain from smoking and therefore use less powerful several stations, sends on waves for
24th day of April, 1922.
and kindling fires in times of drought, stations.
i : ' i i i i i i u i i i i i n i i u i i M i i N i i i i i i i i i i i ; i i i i i m i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i m M i i i i m i l i i i i i i i m i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i l i i i i l | IM , | | | , 1;:
the most part between lone and -fooo
Wa Mace J. Sawver
and to co-operate freely with the State
“ Of the twelve longest wave stations meters long."
William L. Wheeler
By their attorneys.
ii imi ii ii Hi Hi ui ii iMc ii it' i ii ni
Forest Service in preserving our
.
...........................................'"MM, Mill....... Mill! Ml III1MM IIM.II I MllltltllM IMI IMIMIMIMIMII Hll ll ....... II MMII IMI 11111Ml 111111■111■,=
517
Trafton <y Roberts
ii:i
forests for the use no: only of this r----------------------------- ------------------but of future generations.
“It is particularly fi.ting that A r
bor Day, May 5, devoted as it is to
the perpetuation of oar forests by
tree planting, should be followed by
a week devoted to the protection of
the forests, both natural and planted.
Is it not worth while to pause for a
lE wish to announce that w e are ROW
tew moments as we stand at the
threshold of another forest fire sea
operating an A u th o rized S ervice Station
pecial ix
son to refresh our recollections as to
fo
r
these
popular
makes
o
f
cars.
W
e
what Maine's fifteen million acres of
forests mean to the State, and to re
carry a full line o f repair parts at all
solve that we will each and epery one
times ’ and have a fo rce o f first class
of us do our part to protect those
mechanics to m ake any repairs you may
forests, not only by being careful ourselpes, but by teaching others care
require. W h y not bring your car in for
fulness?
that Spring tuning up?
It w ill surprise
“Forest fires can nefe:* be prevented
you, the results that you will get fo r a
or controlled by laws alone.
Still
more necessary are in interested
small amount o f money.
public opinion and individual recog
nition of responsibilit y. If Forest
Fiyc-pasrcr.pcr, 50 horsepnu'er, / 19-inch u'hcclhart
Protection Week can bring about
Cord 1ires Standard /v;uipmer.t
these, it will have served its purpose
and the State will prosper because of
“ H ere to serve you ”
its observance.”

L M

r

nnouncement

$ i.° °

Authorized Service for Hudson,
E sse x , B u ick and F o rd C a rs

S

-S

I n g r a h a m ’s G a r a g e

w ith o u t cramping, for
five passengers.

Talk to a SPIXIAL-SIX

owner and note his en

WHERE THE RADIO
WAVES COME FROM
“ How far is Paris. L* ndon, B**riin”
“ The man in the street and thgeography class answei in miles tnday,” says a bulletin issued from th*'
Washington, D. C. headquarters of
the National Geographic Society. “ But
in a year or even a feu months, th*'
answers may come in qi urter-turns of
a little black knob.
“For radio is affecting geography as
it is affecting many other fields.- If
you can hear voices and music and
perhaps even the hum of traffic in tlx*
streets of a distant city, hat city must
straightway lose much of its remote
ness.

The W o rld ’s Longest Radio Waves
“Even today when ra lio telephony
is in its infancy and radio telegraphy
is merely a slightly olde • brother, our
own country seems to lx* shrinking
rapidly, and nations seem to I)*'
gravitating closer together. It is as
though Europe and America, and
presently the other continents, were
being towed toward one another by
tightening hawsers of ether waves.
The capstan points for these ethereal
cables— the great radio telegraph
stations— take on a new geographic
interest.
“Wave lengths are not an infallible
index to the power of a radio station
nor to its sending range, but they
indicate comparative strength at least
roughly. The station which of all
those in the world now regularly uses
the longest waves— 23,000 meters or
approximately 14 miles — Is near
Bordeaux, France. It is he Lafayette
Station, built by the United States

iOK ii. ii.

thusiasm.

€8

Rxamine the

reason.

Ih e aPKCIAL-

SlX possesses the qual

NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC

ities that make up trueL ik keel tool c o m p a r t m e n t

motor car value.

Reduction in Passenger Fares

G E O R G E M. H O U G H T O N

Bangor, A p ril, 1922

in left front cioor

There is power: a Studebakerbuilt L-hcad motor of 50 horse
power and wonderful flexibility.

E ffe c tiv e M a y 1, 1922, round trip tickets limited
to thirty days w ill be sold betw een all ticket stations
on the Bangor and A roostook Railroad, at one and
one-half fa re fo r the round trip, also to and fi cm
Bangor, plus fa re betw een Northern M aine Junction
and Bangor
4u;

There is beauty: a Studebaker-built body of har
monious lines and lus
trous finish.

car and you. will see tne

G en eral Passenger A gen t

PURE LAKE
Is being delivered by our tea ms
If you wish to have our service

jeweled

There are refinements:
eight - day clock; one-

piece, rain-proof windshield with

There is economy: it has a repu
tation of staying out of the repair
shop, as w e ll as low cost of
o p e ra tio n . A t $1475 f. o. b.
factory, the SPkCIAL-SlX is un
approached in value by any car
of comparable quality.

windshield wiper; tonneau light
with extension cord; transmission
lock which reduces theft insurance
rate to the owner 15 to 20 per
cent; one key operates the thiefproof lock on transmission, ignition
switch and tool compartment in
left front door.

There is comfort: genuine leather
upholstered cushions, nine inches
deep, and lo n g s e m i-e llip tic
springs, front and rear. Leg room,

A nd there is Studebaker’s repu
tation for fair dealing and seventy
years’ experience in b u i l d i n g
vehicles of honest quality.

Touring, $1475; 2-Passenger Roadster, $1425; 4-Passenger Roadster, $1475;
4-Passenger Coupe, $2150; Sedan, $2350.
A ll prices f. o. b. factory.

Telephone 86-M

Hand & Harrington
Kendall Street

HOULTON ICE & COAL CO.

• THI S

Alton C. Titcomb, Prop.
i

IS

A

Houlton, Maine

STUDEBAKER

YEAR

=
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C L A S S I F I E D ADS
two lilies in a poem by Robert Louis
Stevenson.
For Sale— Farm of 70 acres in town of
“ Two men looked out from prison
(Continued from page 1)
Gorham, one mile from Westbrook
bars. The one saw mud and the other and seven miles from Portland. Good
buildings, good neighborhood, good
ton as he n eed here on various saw stars.”
school near. This farm has 50 acres
occasions during the years he trained
first class tillage and 200 apple trees
at Bangor, his last appearance on RHEUMATISM
25 years old. Owner has other busi
the local track being in 1916 when he
ness and is going to sell, price $8000.
AND DYSPEPSIA
Apply to W. W. Johnson. 29 Free St..
won a race with the big trotter
ARE
BOTH
ENDED
Portland, Maine.
118
Belgrade. 2.19V\.
Esteemed
Augusta
Resident
Says
Zom Q., 2.0914. has had a careful
Tanlac Put H er In The Best Health his diploma. The first tiling lie does
wintering at the home of his owner
after framing the sheepskin and
She Has Enjoyed in Years.
Fred Bishop on the Bangor road. Bill
Mclntire, who took care of The
“ Tanlac was just what I needed to placing it in a conspicuous place in
Problem. 2.04%, the last two years, build me up and I’m now in better his workshop is to ruin every tire
has him in film shape. He will soon health than I have been for years.” that is brought to him for repair,
move to the track with Zom and said Mrs. Nora Cobb. 11 Howard St.. charging of course, a stiff price which
pays for his tuition. If the tire, by
Braden B., a green pacer that trialed Augusta, Maine.
in 2.18 with a few weeks training,
“ Before I took Tanlac, I had no some miracle, holds up it is purely
also owned by Mr. Bishop.
appetite and the little 1 did eat caused and simply an act of providence, ii
Several trailers are anxious to |g. lg to form and press around my it fails to measure up to what is ex
drive Zom Q. but Mr. Bishop at this j heart until I was in absolute misery pected of the job, the profession of
date hasn’t come to terms with any I had severe bilious attacks and f e l t ' vulcanizing as a whole suffers another
dull, sluggish and tired all the lime.'hard jolt.
one.
Bud Tingley, who successfully raced I also had rheumatism in my arms, 1 Many automobilist are under the
The Problem, 2.04V4. Bangor 2.14%, chest and shoulders and my h a n d s false impression that a tire cannot he
etc. does not plan to race any horses were all swollen up. j wjjg very wGcilv i successfully vulcnnizeil siniplv l)c(<iuse
this year as his time will be taken and nervous and at night would roll some inexperienced repair man has
worked on their tires with disastrous
up with his new farm and his fertilizer and toss for hours, unable to sleep.”
Every year thousands ot
“ But it’s wonderful how Tanlac: results.
business. He owns Helen Direct,
dollars
are
thrown away by thoughtblack pacing mare by Walter Direct overcame my troubles. My rheumaRACING

CLASSIFIED

ADS

CLASSIFIED

For Sale— 104 A. farm at East Pittston

Kennebec Co., Maine, two miles
from railroad, 10 minutes walk to
store, church and school.
Farm
divided as follows. 55 acres under
cultivation, balance pasture and wood
lot, 150 M standing timber, 20 tons
hay in barn, 200 fruit trees, 10 acres
plowed for spring planting, 40 loads
dressing in cellar, 9 room house, stable
JO x 45, barn 40 x 50, water in house
and barn, ice house filled, farming
tools included. $3500 will buy this
place. Address owner, Chester C.
Fowles, 14 Wintlirop Court, Augusta,
Maine.
ns
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N
D ISC H A R G E

FOR

Don’t experiment.

Tr a c t o r

Hand

FORECLOSURE OF M O R T G A G E
Whereas Cyrus F. Small of Caribou,
in the county of Aroostook and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
December 16, 1920, and recorded in
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
Tol. 328, Page 257, conveyed to me,
the undersigned, the following de
scribed real estate, to wit:
Lot numbered thirty-six (36) in
Woodland, containing one hundred
three and fifteen one hundredths
(103.15) acres more or less. Also the
south half of lot numbered twentyfour and one-half (24%) in said Wood
land, containing fifty (50) acres more
or iess; excepting from said lot
twenty-four and one-half (24%) about
three fourths of an acre deeded to the
Bangor A Aroostook Railroad Com
pany for right of way.
Now, therefore, the condition of
said mortgage is broken, by reason
whereof I claim a foreclosure of the
saina. and give this notice for that

patpose.

* Houlton. Maine, May 1, 1922.
in iv v ;
... George W. Small

Made

it is repaired by Osgood, Houlton.

Wedding

Rings of

W anted— Car repair men at B. & A.

Osgood.

shops.

Apply

there

or

to A.

For Sale— 1 Robbins planter, also 1 Astle.

Inquire Hurley Bros.
118p Watch the special low prices on home
made Candies at Millar's every
All suits to be closed out this week.
Saturday.
tf
Frices $15, $18 and $20. Sizes from
16 to 28. Nora Taber.
118
W anted— A housekeeper in

Order your coal now

of

a

House

A splendid line of new gingham and

For

Rent— Suitable

E n gin es

LOUIS

Southworth Machine Company

X
Mark

ST.

RIERRE

Bankrupt.

ing.

Frank L. Rhoda, Tel. 357.

For

Sale— Farm

situated

in

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
he had upon tin- same on the 9th day of
June, A. D.
1922,
before
the said
court, at Bangor in said district, Northern
Division, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
in said district, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in interest may appear at the said
time and place and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of the said
petitioner should not he granted.
And It is f u r t h e r ordered by the court,

that the clerk shall send by mail to all
known creditors copies of said petition
and this order, addressed to them at
their places of residence as stated.
AVitness The Honorable John A. Peters,
Judge of the said court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor, in the Northern Divlsi.m (.r said district, on ttu- 29th day of
April, A. 1*. 1922.
( L.

S .)

ISABEL SH E E H A N

Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Att est :

ISABEL

SHEEHAN

Deputy Clerk.

For Sale— One

Brunswick-Balke-Coll-

ender combination pool and billiard
table % regulation size with full
equipment. Has not been used more
than a half dozen times. Balls 1-16 of
an inch smaller than regulation. Jusr
the thing for a cottage. W ill sell
reasonable. Inquire at TIMES office.
tf
An opportunity to become a member
(

of a distinguished and renumerative
profession should appeal to you. Grad
uate nurses today are absolutely
essential to the welfare and happiness
of society and command $42.00 (fortytwo dollars) a week for their services,
The Hart Private Hospital and institution of seventy-five beds, specializing
in surgery and obstetrics; patronized
bv many of the leading physicians Of
Boston, and affiliated with the Bellevue
Hospital, New York, offers a threeyears course to young women of good
character, with two years high school
education or its equivalent. Enquire
Superintendent of Nurses, 95 More
land St., Roxbury, Mass.
tf
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Vulcanizing
LL work leaving my shop does so un
der a strict guarantee of perfect sat
isfaction. All work that is found un
satisfactory and is returned will be
replaced free of charge

A

L. W. J e n n e y
I ’hone G4-\Y
Mechanic Street

Cates

Garage
Houlton

IteaillEMilllTOllB

t wmm juw m * mmi

n

& 1922 ^

West

Falmouth, Maine; % of a mile from
stores, electric cars and state high
way; S miles from Portland; consists
of about 116 acres divided into about
O R D E R OF N O T IC E T H E R E O N
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss 70 acres tillage, balance pasture and
<>n this 29th day of April. A.
I*. small wood lot. For price, etc. apply
1922, on reading the foregoing Petition, William Grosser, West Falmouth, Me.
118
It is—

P o rtla n d , M ain e

-V"i
fi'Ji'-

tf

Wi t ne ss to his mar k
A r t h u r J. N a d e a u
I-’t. Kent, Me.

Oh Man! Buy Her
This Lifetime Helper

Houlton, Maine

a

( charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankrupt
acts, For Sale— An 8 room house w ith bard
wood floors, all modern conveni
except such debts as are excepted by
ences, double garage, wood shed,
law from such discharge.
Dated this .'list day of March, A. D. corner lot, beautiful shade trees and
garden plot. Also fine corner lot on
1922.
corner Main street suitable for build
His

.tiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinii n i i i i i i m nn t nn m in i i i i n i in i mi i m u m 11« m uni ii ii i ii i r i in i ji , n .; i*

Ham ilton-Grant Co.

for

of Maine, in said District, respectful-' make good extra horse oil farm. Price
ly represents that on the 2nd day o f right for immediate sale. Also heavy
May, R*2i, last past, he was
duly ! express wagon in good condition. May
adjudged bankrupt under the acts of be seen at 15 Fair street, Mrs. Geo
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that |Fiske.
Hg
he has duly surrendered all his property ; --------------------------------------------------and rights of property, and has fully Bank Book No. 5260 issued by the
complied with all the requirements of
Houlton Trust Co. savings account
said acts and of the orders of the court is reported lost, and this notice is
touching his bankruptcy.
given, as required by law, that a
W h e re fo re , He prays that he may be duplicate book may be issued. Wilford
decreed by the court to have a full dis- Fullerton, Tresa.
117

B y C. H. M cC luskey

Call or write for our Special Terms and easy
payment plan

small

McCluskey

family. For information apply to
Coal & Wood Co. and avoid the rush TIMES office.
after tin* strike is settled.
118

McCluskey Coal & Wood Co.

This handsome, ably arranged Round Oak Chief Range is
built unsparingly of the highest grad*: materials. Fine
workmanship is evident everywhere. It is planned to
render its purchaser a lifetime of satisfaction and pride.
The Round Oak Folks, for a half century, have made good
goods only, as two million purchasers know. We advise a
selection at once.
No blacking is required. Bakes eight 9-nich pies at on* *•
without pan shifting. See the triple walk'd, heat-holding
oven. Take advantage of this month’s prices.
This specialty is marked at the bed-rock price.
Service and quality considered, it is, without question, tin*
greatest possible value.
When you divide the.investment into the years of its use
fulness, you sense why it is the wise choice.

E.
tt

high wagon.
Tel. 409-24.

But

Phone 63

You’ll be satisfied with your watch if

repairs to Osgood at once.
Buy

ADS

For Sale— Three show cases, counter,
To the lion. John A. Peters. Judge of the
wall cases, stove. Jewelers safe,
District Court of the United States for For Rent— Building suitable for a re
theDistriet of Maine.
pair garage in the vicinity of the B. regulators etc. c. S Osgood.
ARTHUR
LE V IN E
of C a r i b o u , & A.
Inquire of Harrv R. Burleigh,
in
the
County
of Aroostook
and Tel. 519-W.
Bees for Sale— A few hives ready fo r
State of Maine, in said District respect
! work, also Hudson car at bargain.
fully represents that. on the
28tk 455-acre farm on main line M
C
day of May, last past, he was duly ! twenty miles from Bangor; three O. A. Ilodgins, 1 Cleveland street.
217p
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts ot miles from station; two sets build
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that '
ings;
big
orchard;
fine
fields;
excel
W e are prepared to make prompt
he has duly surrendered all his property
deliveries of hard coal, Egg, Stove
and rights of property, and has fully lent crop land; standing offer of $2,000
complied with all the requirements of for stumpage on timberland which or Nut in large or small lots.
Mesaid Acts and of the orders of Court can be secured any minute.
$6,500 ! Cluskev Coal & Wood Co.
118
touching his bankruptcy.
1buys the whole proposition. Central
Wherefore, he prays that he may be , Maine Realty Company, Fairfield, Me. For Sale— 13 acres of well cultivated
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
land good for potatoes or hay with
118p
charge individually and as a member of
good buildings and within 5 minutes
former partnership of
A.
Levine
A- 1
haul of railroad station. A bargain
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T I T I O N F O R
Sons from all debts provable against
for cash. Tel. 101-4.
tf
D ISC H A R G E
his estate under said bankrupt acts,
|
except such debts as are excepted by In the matter of
law from such discharge.
Louis St. Rierre
, In Bankruptcy For Sale— Overland 5 passenger tour
ing car. Newly painted and has
Dated this 24th day of April, A. D. '
Bankrupt |
One good set tires and 2
1922.
To the Non. John A. Peters, Judge of the new top.
extra new ones. Low price for quick
AR TH UR LE V IN E
District Court of the United States for
sale. Tel. 5-13.
tf
Bankrupt.
the District of Maine.
O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
LoUIS ST. PIERRE of St. John in Horse fo r Sale— Sound, kind, fearless,
District ot Maine, Northern Division, ss
<m this 29th day of April, A. 1). the „ County of Aroostook and State
about 1100 lbs., fair driver. Would

Time and Money

There Is glory in the meanest job
if you only look at it in the right
light. The story is told of three men
•who were breaking up stones for the
building of a cathedral. A passerby
approached the first man and asked
him what he was doing. “ Can't you
see?” was the answer, “ I’m break
ing stones.” The second man, upon
being asked the same question replied,
“ I’m earning six dollars a day.”
The enquirer then approached the
third man and put the question to
him, receiving the reply. “I am build
ing a cathedral.”
The same thing holds throughout
life and makes it a drab or as gay
affair as the case may be. It is your
own attitude that counts— whether
you are looking for the good things
o r the bad, which reminds one of

CLASSIFIED

Take your watch

family of two. Inquire of Harry R.
voile dresses at Nora Taber's.
In the matter ot
]
Burleigh, Tel. 519-W.
Arthur Levine
In Bankruptcy. Frices from $6.50 to $12. Sizes from
16 to 46.
118
Bankrupt!

2.05%, and a bay trotting mare called tism and stomach trouble are all gone, less motorists discarding seemingly
Biescea by Blngara that is a full I feel strong and well and my work is old tires when hundreds of miles could
sister to Baring 2.121/4. Battle 2.131/4, j actually a pleasure. Tanlac has re- ! he secured from them through proper
Bonna 2.13%, Bangor 2.14%, etc. The |ijeved my brother, in Boston, of all repairing.
pacer worked a number of miles bet- j Ms troubles, too. It is truly a grand ; 1 am writing this as a letter advice
I to the motoring public throughout
ter than 2.20, one of them in 2.17 last j medicine.”
June and the trotter was timed a mile | Tanlac is sold by all good druggists. this part of the country that they may
take heed in the future and have
in 2.23 with light training. Both of j
_________
i their tires repaired by some experithem were turned out when The j
, enced vulcanizer who
guarantees 1922, on reading the foregoing petition,
Problem was shipped away to the j RIGHT TREATMENT
his
work
and
stands
behind
that It Is—
races in July and nothing done with j
FOR TIRES I
Ordered by the Court,
That a hearing
he had upon the same on the !Hh day of
them afterward. If they are trained j
E v e r y o n e i n the automobile busi- 1guarantee.
L. W. JENNY June, A. 1>. 1922, before the said
this year it is probable that Mr-j ness js now happy over the elimination Adv.
court at Bangor in said District, Northern
Doherty will have them or possibly j of the Gyp Tlre dealer and the soundDivision at 10 o'clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published In
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
they may be sold.
j ing of the ^ a ^ knen 0f policy and
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
State of Maine
Allie Nason is expected at
the mileage adjustments. But there is
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
track with his good pair. Baton 2.15% , yet anolher menace which is rapidly County of Aroostook, ss.
To Thomas P. Roach of the Parish sons, in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if anv
and Don Q. 2.14 >4, as soon as settled , 1)ecomjng , s ka(i for the tire business
of Grand Falls in the County of they have, why the prayer of the said
warm weather comes.
ji as 1....
;jie Gyp
..... rpire deajer and that is Victoria and Province of New Bruns- petitioner should not be granted.
Edgar Calden, the veteran caretaker Gie Q y p r p j r e r e p a j r mau or vulcanizer wick,
And It Is F u r t h e r Ordered by the Court,
who looked after their welfare so care- who still makes the tire llllcinnt!0
Whereas, Thomas P. Roach by his ; That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
business Q
any- chattel
mortgage, in the form of a j mail to all known creditors copies of said
fully last season, has them again this thing but a 8avoryoccupation for anyHolmes note, given on the fourteenth 1[^em
year and it can
betaken for granted j Q n e t Q e n t e r >
d a y of April, 1921, mortgaged to sta ted. at their places of residence as
that they are in .hepink of condition. . There are several
angles toobserve HopkinsBrothers
of F’ortFairfield
in I Witness Tiie Honorable John A. Fetors.
State of Judge of the said Court, and the seal
Very few horses have had such a...when going into the question of tirethe County
’ounty of Aroostook and
at Bang-or fn the Northern DiviMaine, one light bay gelding horse ! thereof,
checkered career as the trotter Baton
repairing, but to the mind of the
about fifteen hundred pounds, sion of said district, on the 29th day of
2.15%. Trained by a Grand Circuit writer the worst menace to clean tire age about six years, white stripe in I April, A. D. 11*22.
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
trainer at the beginning of his racing business is the so-called school of tire face, two white ankles behind, to
Deputy Clerk.
career he failed to show worth while repairing which graduates a student secure payment of three hundred fifty A true copv of petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISABEL
SHEEHAN.
speed and was sold at one of the New and makes him a master vulcanizer dollars, which mortgage is recorded
Deputy Clerk
in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds in
York sales for $200.00. We next find
in from two to four weeks time, Vol. 329, Page 20; and whereas the
him racing as a hobbled pacer for two when in reality it is an utter im conditions of said mortgage have been
Notice of F ir s t Meeting of Creditors
years, getting a record at that way
broken,
now,
therefore,
notice
is
here
In tlu* matter of
possibility for any person to get even
In Bankruptcy
of going of 2.16%. In the winter of the rudiments of the business in such by given of our intention to foreclose' William I’. Raul
said mortgage for breach of its condiBankrupt.]
1920-21 he assumed the trotting gait
a short time much less a practical or tions.
To the creditors of said William R.
voluntarily and stuck to it refusing technical knowledge of tire repairing.
Dated at Fort Fairfield, Maine, this Raid of Houlton in tlx- county of Aroos
to pace at any vime. He improved The graduate is turned loose on an twenty-eighth day of Apiil, 192_.
took and District aforesaid, bankrupt.
......
Hopkins Bros.
steadily in his speed and during the
Notice is hereby given that on the
innocent and unsuspecting public with <>1S
g v j E Hopkins
1921 racing season no horse was more
R»111 day of April A.
I*.
1922 the
I said
William
R.
Raul
was
duly
admired for his speed and pure trot
adjudicated bankrupt; and
that
the
ting gait than t ils erstwhile pacer.
first
meeting
of
creditors
will
he
"When he won an $800 00 stake at the
held at the office of Edwin L. Vail, in
Presque Isle Fair trotting one of his
Houlton on the 2m h da\- of May A.
winning heats in 2.15%, one of the
D. 1922 at 10 o'clock in the forenoon at
Can be saved by using care in the selection of the
which time the said creditors may at
interested spectators was C.
H.
lubricant to be used in your tractor. An inferior grade
tend. prove their
claims,
appoint
a
Traiser of Boston, owner of Margaret
trustee.
examine
the bankrupt
and
of
lubricant
causes
no
end
of
trouble,
in
loss
of
time
Dillon, 2.01%, who must have been
transact such other business as may
and damage to your machine. Why experiment, we
properly come before said meeting.
Impressed by his performance for his
,
Dated at Houlton. April 29th. 192:.’.
driver. Jack Munroe presumably act
have the correct grade of Gargoyle Mobiloil and Grease
E D W I N L. V A I L .
ing for Mr. Traiser, tried to buy
for your tractor in convenient size containers.
lo'tVrcc in Bankr upt cy
Baton offering $1,500.00 for him. Don
2is
Ingraham ’s G arage, Houlton, M aine
<J„ 2.14%, owned by Wellington and
Nason was second a number of times
last year in races that looked pretty
easy for him. He is a rugged, easy
going horse that smie say is the best
of the Don Q. family. However true
greatly improve*! by rt-grimling
this may be, he could pace in 2.12 last
Increased P o w e r a n d a
year and should shade that some this
year.
Trem en dou s S a v i n g o f
C. W. Starkey has Dusty Dan 2.09%,
Gas and O il
Bettina 2.13%, and a black pacer
O
w
i
n
g
t o t h e d u s t d r a w n i n t o t i nthat has excited a good deal of
c y l i n d e r u n d e r iivt-rage w o r k i n g
curiosity among the horsey elements
c o n d i t i o n s , t i n* w e a r is g i v a R T
as Mr. Starkey has refused to tell his
Are
you
ready
to
have
your
next
fall
and
winter's
i n i f a c t o r s t ha11 i n t r u c k s o r m o t o r
name. He looks racy, however, and j
cars
coal put in? If so we have a limited amount of Leleigh
is said to have come from southern
Egg, Stove and Nut, also some Franklin in the Stove
Maine.
Frank Fox, the veteran Medford
and Xut sizes, that we can make prompt deliveries
Mass, trainer, writes that he will
A Regrinding job to he good
from.
arrive in Houlton about June 1st to
Must lie absolutely right.
This is fresh mined coal that we had come just
race on the Maine and New Bruns
Southworth Process is R igh t
before the coal strike went into effect. It is an ex
wick circuit. He will have six or
Complete stock of Fistous, Rings
eight horses inclu ling Sappho that
ceptionally good looking lot of coal.
and Wrist Fins
beat Directum J. a heat at Bangor
Ever since I have been in the coal business the
last season, and the good trotter Red
price of coal has been less in the spring than it was
Russell.

the following fall and winter, and I don’t think this
year will be any exception to the rule, regardless of
how long the strike may last.

ADS

Memorial Day will soon be here and those wishing to have
their cemetery lot improved with a Monument or head
stone, we would urge the necessity of placing the order now
so that the work can he given the careful consideration it
deserves.
Call and make your selection now while we have a large
variety of designs to choose from.

Houlton Granite c ? M arble IV o rl’S
Bangor St.

W. H. Watts
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“ Probably ho measure before the anxious to send their “ Big Five” to to get a team to go. However, we
present Congress more affects farmers St. John this year, anel there isn’t a could all go to Presque Isle, Calais or
and fooel producers than the: proposed botte*r five: man te am in Eastern Maine Houlton, and each of the three cities
duty on potash,” continued Commis-' or New Brunswick than the Mooseleuk are near enough to the boundary line
sioner Washburn.
bunch. But the; were unable to get so that, if, on account of excessive
“ It is of course a well known fact j in as there were then eight teams on humidity, any of the delegates lost
that prior to 1914 practically all of the |the schedule and any more would consciousness for a few moments,
potash used in this country came from |have mad*1 it a long drawn out affair, there would be no excuse for letting
•mind that aft subscriptions are
the
Stassfurt and Alsatian mines of The team which went from Houlton him die for lack of a little fusel oil
Miss Margaret Hanson was in St.
POTATOES
payable in advance and the pa John over Sunday, the guest of her
Germany, but. during a period of the this year represented tin* Dux Club, or wood alcohol.
Much to the delight of the whole1 of World war under the stress of necessi but the Elks have some ot the best
Let's hear from the moguls of the
per will be discontinued at ex parents.
Aroostook county the price on pota ty, Aueriean potash was produced bowlers in Aroostook and could not four mentioned clubs. Either tell
piration. Notice of such expira
Hon. A. L. Lumbert, who has been toes has taken a rise and buyers were
from tin1 territory west of tlm Missis get admittance to the St. John classic some woman or else write old near
tion will be sent out the First of spending the winter in Boston, arrived offering $1.50, anel the demanel from sippi river.
for the same reason which barred bald “ Pa” Lunt. managing editor of
home Saturday.
'each month.
the buying markets is very active.
“ According, the proposed duty would Presque Isle. The Calais boys have tin* Houlton TIMES, and one of the
Mrs. James Ruth of Linneus is
place an unusual and unnecessary
in both Aroostook towns and best old scouts who ever laid down
Commencing Saturday, May 6 spending a few days in town with her
burden on any farmers of the At seem to get along with us in fine a cork stopper and forgot where he
CHURCH
NOTICE
th e T IM E S office will close every daughter, Mrs. Harry Sawyer.
lantic seaboard.
style. We like them, darn well. They put it.
Christian Science church, corner of
Miss K. M. Blanch of St. John is
“ The proposed duty on potash is 25 aren't as pretty as we an1, but seem
Saturday at noon and customers
visiting her sister, Miss Blanch, the Military and High streets.
per cent, ad valorem plus 15 per cent, to be fully as intelligent and cast the
should bear this in mind and see matron at the Aroostook hospital.
Sunday morning services at 10.110 additional for the first five years fol sphere with uncanny accuracy and X%5555555555555555555D55555555555555555
IHHIM llllllll IIMI millt ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll ll li fl tMtl ll ll ll li tl ll tl KII llll ll ll ll ll ll il tf UltlltK
th a t all business with this office
Adam lowing the passage of the act, or a
forethought. They are great boosters
Mrs. Ira E. Ruth of Pittsfield re a .m. Subject for May 7th:
•s looked after oefore noon on turned to her home Saturday after a and Fallen Man.
total of 40 per cent, for the first five and enthusiasts of the N. B. tourna This W in te r’s C old E pidem ic
Sunday school at 7.‘10 a. m.
teach Saturday until Sept. 2.
years and two and one-hall' cents per ment, but promises of liberal potations
week’s visit with friends in town.
m ade a record, fo r us in
Wednesday
evening
Testimonial pound on the actual potash (potassium of Aroostook’s “ home brewing” ought
'
! ~ ~
" i Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lovely and
meeting at 7.110 p. m.
Dr. W. B. Roben was in Boston tor
oxide) content for two years, two cents to convert Jim Casey, old Norwood
daughters Marguerite and Ruth spent
a few days on business last week.
per pound for the third year, one and and the brunette banker, Anderson,
Friday and Saturday in Island Falls.
Mrs. George Dunn returned last
one-half cents per pound
for
the and then Rutherford, Hollindale et.
Miss Mildreel Huggard, a student at HOULTON MUSIC CLUB
week from a month's trip to Boston, j
fourth year and one cent per pound als would tumble into line.
A. S. N. S. in Presque Isle was in town
TO GIVE OPERETTA for the fifth year, provided that thereMrs. J. C. McIntyre, who has been j over s un(iay the guest of her parents,
We wouldn’t want our Canadian
Thursday,
May lltli, the Houlton j after the potash content shall be free
suffering from the grip, is recovering
brothers
to think we are not grateful
Mr. L. E. Terrio, Train Despatchei
^jusj(, (Mub will put on an operetta ,from duty.
.nicely.
for the kindness they showed us when
for the B. & A. R. R., has bought fiom
tjie pjjgh School auditorium. The I “ There are in Maine 48,227 farms.
Mr. and Mrs. S. R. Crabtree of Island
they invited us to their big times in
A. S. Humphrey his bunalogw on Can , first 1)art ot- tiie program will include j On these farms an average of 170,000
Falls were callers in Houlton last Ave.
Fredericton last year and St. John
music by the club orchestra, trios and , tons of complete fertilizer is used anAn ample supply cf drugs, scien
this year. The writer, owing to a
Thursday.
Miss Mary Burpee has recovered several other numbers, after which the j nually. In 1915, 20(1,000 tons wen1
tifically correct in remedial character,
slight conflict and coldness with his
Rev. Albert E. Luce attended the from her recent illness with influenza |“ Two Queens” will be presented.
j cunsumed and it is safe to predict boss, was unable to attend the ( lash properly put together with knowledge
Bast Maine Conference In Machias Jan(| jias resumed her teaching in
Part of the proceeds will be given j that in the growing season of 1922, the
as well as dispatch gave us a reputa
Jast week.
Society hall this week.
j to High School for the benefit of the j consumption will at least be up to the at St. John this spring, but thoroughly tion for prescription work during the
enjoyed his visit to Sandy Staples’
“Connecticut
Yankee
in
King
Little John, son of Mr. and Mrs. |piano fund.
j average1.
cold epidemic that can only prove of
village last year.
Arthur’s Court” at the Temple May |Albert Millar was taken to the Madi-1 This promises to be a good program!
“ Potash, in a readily available form.
commercial value to us now. We ask
Perhaps the most enjoyable part of
8th and 9th.
I gan hospital Tuesday morning for an and any one wanting tickets may get j is a very essential ingredient
of a
for a continuation of your business in
bis trip though was when lie saw
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Crockett and operation for adenoids and tonsils.
i them from the club members.
; complete fertilize1!' for growing potaall prescription work.
We shall
(daughter Maud are spending the week
Mrs. S. R. Parks, Green street, left
j toes, especially in Aroostook county, Fredericton’s fleet footed chief of always try to serve you as faithfully
police tearing after tin
piespmng under ordinary circumstances as we
Tuesday morning for Boston and
j where the season is short. It cun be
in Princeton.
DEATH SENTENCE
forms
of McIntyre and Jimmy Nason
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole with ' Worcester, Mass., where she will visit
, conservatively estimated that at least
did in the emergency. The best of
1
FOR S W IM -W IL L HANG
a party of friends were in town last j her mother and other relatives for a
j 18,000 tons of potash will be used in when an irate but rather well setup drugs, the best of service and the best
female had informed said chief to the
week by motor.
I time.
HIM JULY 15 1 Maine in 1922 and some place1 the esti- (‘fleet that Mac and Jimmy had en of care at the fairest of pi ices.
Dr. W. W. White returned home!
Cleveland Pond, Forest Pond, Mrs.
j mate at a very much higher figure.
Benj. Swim, who has been on trial
last week from a few days trip to j Fred Pond and Miss Gladys Boyer
Last year only two statics used more deavored to alienate her confections
at Woodstock for the murder in March
Boston on business.
stopped in Houlton for the day Moncomplete fertilizer than Maine. In from her husband and father of her
of Harvey Trenholm and his wife
three precocious infants.
Miss Louise Kearin of Charlotte’s day en route from Bangor to Presque
till probability, it could be very
Olive Trenholm at Benton, N. B., was
But we can't all go to St. John and
whop went to Banger Saturday noon isle by auto.
,
,
. definitely computed that Maine's eon-on a short business trip.
| Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bliss, Mr. and giveu a t(1?ath s^ntelK‘e b>' chlet 1sumption of potash, sin1 would run if Amherst or Moncton ever won the
“Get It at Munro’s”
Big Pin, it would he like running an
sixth.
Chief of Police and Mrs. Frank j Mrs. Harry Stimson, Misses Marion:
e
n * n(*a3,
u iim im iiiM im n iM iiu im iiN M iim im n M iim iH H fH tiM H tim ifitm iifm m tfitm im i
July 15th between the hours of 5
Hogan went down state on a brief French and Winnie Logie were Sun“ It has been predicted that the pro excursion to the court of St. James,
iiiiiiniiiiiinuiiiMBm
a. m. and 5 p. m. he will pay the
business trip last week.
j day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Newell
posed tariff measure on potash would
penalty on the gallows. The trial
You liked “Humoresque” and you ! Titcomb in Littleton,
result in an additional tax burden of
lasted two days; the prisoner admitted
will like “The Good Provider” even
There will be a box social held at
$10,000,000 for the first two years after
the crime but claimed lit1 was insane
better today at the Temple.
! the Linneus Corner school Friday evethe passage of the act for the Amer
Mrs. F. H. Curtis of Sherman Mills j ning, May 5th, at seven o’clock, at the time.
ican farmer, and this burden would
spent last week with her daughter i Proceeds will go for the Victrola fund.
fall proportionately heavy in Maine.
Mrs. E. C. Joy on Highland Ave.
1The public is cordially invited.
“ From a reliable authority this
CHANGE OF TIME
The Union Square hotel is being re- j
Do not forget the regular meeting
would indicate that a duty even as
ON B. & A. R. R.
Wo have a few empty Steel Oil Drums
painted this week and looks most i of the W. C. T. U. this Thursday afterhigh as 50 cents per unit would not
Next Monday, May 8, a new scheduh prove adequate to enable American
which we must move quickly. If in
attractive in its new coat of paint. j noon at the Cong'l vestry. An interA treat in store today, Wednesday, 1esting program has been prepared and ° i trains on the Bangor and Aroostook producers to compete with imported
terested, call and get. prices. Call 105
•At tbe Temple, Vera Gordon and Dore ; a large attendance is looked for.
; " ’ill
into effect and they are
potash, nor is any demonstration
and we will tag o n e for you until you
Davidson in “The Good Provider.” j
Verne Boutlier, formerly e m p l o y e d follows:
shown that domestic production could
can get in for it.
H oulton
Guy Smith, who has been appointed; in the Optical parlors of Geo. E. j Arrive Houlton
Leave Houlton supply more than 25 to 4t> per cent,
motor cop for Houlton and vicinity, I Cressy, but who is now making
a ( From South
For North of the normal consumption of the
• took up his duties on Monday morn- special study of kryptoc lenses
in 8.00 A. M.
S.ll A. M. county.
lng.
j Bangor, is in town for a few days.
! 12.515 P. M.
1.
P. M.
“ From the geographical position of
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Powers, w h o ! The roads are all improving very
7.56 P. M.
8.
P. M. Maine, it is doubtful if much more
have been spending the winter in rapidly, the road from Houlton
to From North
For South than 15 or 20 per cent, of domestic
Boston, returned home Thursday j Presque Isle is reported to be in fine
9.09 A. M. ; productions would ever reach tin1,
9.06 A. M.
morning.
j shape except through Littleton where 1.3:i P. M.
ITS P. M. Maine farmer. There is. apparently.
Miss Effle Bishop, who is nursing in j they are finishing up the last years
5.49 P. M.
5.54 P. M. very little argument in favor of
a Massachusetts hospital, is visiting Trunk Line work.
From Ashland
For Ashland duty on potash.”
Tber father Fred Bishop on the Ban- j Mr. Ernest Cheswell, who lias been
3.
P. M.
11.30 A. M.
gor road.
|employed as operator at the Western
BOWLING
“The Good Provider” can be fitting- Union Telegraph office, was, with his
(Continued from page 1)
1y considered a companion picture to wife and son a passenger on the early WOMAN’S BOARD
Humoresque, at the Temple today,! morning train for Auburn Saturday.
OF MISSIONS bowling in the clubs of tin three
Wednesday.
i So many persons were unable to
The
twenty-third
annual
meeting of towns mentioned. Presque I ■ was
Mrs. Hewes of Danforth has been see “ Way Down East” at the Dream
T elep h o n e 304 - M
_ _ _ _ _____
in town visiting her daughters, Mrs. theatre last week, a picture of high tlu“ ^ ast(’ r>1 Maine branch of the
Albert K. Stetson, Mis. Plummer and merit, that Manager Adams is plan- ^ oman s Boaid ot Missionss will be
Mrs. Powers.
ning to have it here again in the near held with the Congregational church
at Houlton by invitation of the Mis
Mr. and Mrs. Azial Roach were future,
among the out of town people here.
Mrs. Louise Sawyer and two young sionary society of that ehurhli on
Wednesday last to attend “ Way Down sons, who have been spending the Wednesday, May 24th. A large dele
East” at the Dream.
: winter in Boston, were in town last gation is hoped for not only from
Miss Marion Buzzell returned last week with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Aroostook county but from tie1 other
week from a two weeks’ trip to Boston Geo. Dunn on their return home to seven counties comprised in tie1
Eastern Branch.
and New York in the interests of the Ashland.
Thacl Grant is enjoying a week’s
fishing trip at Eagle Lake, joining
Merle Rideout who has already been
there for some time. Elmer Christian
son of the Northern Supply Co. is also
........................................................................... m m u n m i m m H m m m i i m m m i m m m m m m m t i i i i m i i m i m m m m m e i m i u m m m m i m i m m ................m u ”
a member of the party for a day,
T. W. Huggard has recently pur combining business with pleasure1.
Subscribers should bear in
chased a Chevrolet touring car.

High Class
Prescription
Work

J

Xd Munro’s d™*

While

They

Last

Ingraham’s
Garage

J

ICE

W e can handle about TEN
more customers for the season

JACKINS & JACKINS

Ther:1 will be two sessions, 2.:’.u and
Houlton Furniture Co.
j Mrs. James Dougherty left WednesMlss Marion Cleveland, who has, day night for Annapolis, Maryland, 7.3.0 p. 111. All meetings open to tile
lieen studying vocal music in Boston where she will visit Mrs. Geneva public and everybody welcome.
for the past four months, returned Kidder for a few weeks. On her reMrs. Otis Cary of Japan will be the
home Saturday morning.
! turn she will stop in Atlantic City Missionary speaker.
Members of the Music Club are and other places.
________
requested to meet Wednesday, ThursOn the evening of May 9th Aroosday and Friday evenings at the H. took Encampment No. 41 will work POTASH DUTY AS
H. S. auditorium for rehearsal of the the Patriarchal degree. A full attendAFFECTING MAINE
-operetta.
anee of members is desired as matters
Commissioner of Agriculture Frank
Mrs. A. E. Astle and her grand- j pertaining to the annual district meet- p Washburn said Friday that the re
•daughter Marion returned Friday ing will be discussed
port from Washington that United
morning from a week s stay with her
Harry Sowers, who is employe.! by
s ,,n a to l.
Kr,.„,.r„.k H a l , . i s
thl, lU,ty
,)(ltaBh
daughter, Mrs. H. H. Lowry in Lex the B. & A. ha. obtained a leave of
ington, Mass.
absence for several months and left regarded as significant and gratifying
Albert Klein was a passenger on Sunday for his farm in Holden where , t() th(1 farmers of Main(
the southbound train Friday night for • he will put in a crop and do some _ _ _ _____________ ‘
New York. He expects to return with- repairs on his buildings.
In a short time bringing with him his
On April 16, Houlton Grange was
little daughter Evelyn.
42 years old and just two of the 28
Mrs. G. W . Richards and daughter charter members are still living, Bro.
Frances who have been visiting Mrs.; and Sister George Merritt.
It was
Richards’ daughter, Mrs. Walter Hess voted to send them a bouquet with
In Philadelphia during the winter, re- the best wishes of the grange,
tnmed home Saturday morning.
Claud C. Clark, who recently
See the father and mother of “ Hum-. purchased the Taber blacksmith shop
oresque” in a wonderful story o f , on Mechanic street, began extensive
Jewish daily life, high in drama, j repairs on the building Monday. He
human Interest and comedy, “ The |will put in a foundation of concrete
Good Provider” at the Temple today, i blocks after raising the building
o
The selectmen received a new road besides other necessary work,
machine of the latest approved style
Gus Cogan, mail driver, made
which Is now at work and is very |history for Houlton lust week when
-satisfactory. By the sale of two old he appeared for business behind the
All Dealers Have Them
ones, which had outlived their use- wheel of a nifty new truck. This is
T
r
y
One
Contains
fulness and the addition of a small j the first time an automobile has been
Today
Best
of
sum of money, this new one was used as a conveyance of mail in HoulAnd See
Materia
purchased and will add very much to ton and it adds not a little to the
speed and efficiency of the local office.
the road work plan.

Nova Scotia T r a m w a y s an
Power Co., Limited

7 p. c. General Mortgage 3 0 Y ear Gold Bonds
D ated 1st A p ril, 1922

Principal and Sem i-Annual Interest Pa ya b le in N e w Y o r k

Cigars

and Canada

Price 97>a and Interest, Canadian Funds
Y ie ld in g 7.20%

---------

This Company recently signed a 3"- railway, electric light, power and gas
year contract

with the Nova Scotia business properties in the City of Mali

:

. Water Power Commission for the dis- fax; it also operates through a subsi! tribntion of tin* Hydro Electric Power diary the commercial light and power ,
! developed at St. Margaret's Bay. and business of Dartmouth, a suberb of
will tints be able to largely increase

and
B.F.A

Due 1st A p ril, 1952

la li fa x.

its business without additional capital
expenditure.
without

It

owns

coin net it ion.

and operate-,
all

the

street

Telegraph

us

at

our

expense

for

special circular giving full information

Eastern Securities Co., Limited
James
St. John, N. B

MacMurray

M an aging D irector

H a lifa x, N. S.
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F“ 10 YEARS £2"
P i r a l P t s t . REUABIE
9
* ^®*Customors by hundreds
will assure you that our business Is
•no of Honesty and Service

A

L O C A T E D

I N

N D E R S O N ’
S H O E

HOULTON

S T O R E

! nZ “OYO” TAPS tut I
from S U P E R L E A T H E R ,
they cost no m ore than the
com m on kind

Try a Pair
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PAGE SIX
recently been repainted in an entirely
different color scheme.
A reader of the TIMES sends the
At any rate the police summoned
following and says it expresses the this owner to see if he could identify
sentiments when the paper comes.
the reclaimed car as the one he had
lost. He came to headquarters,'look
Of all the friends w ho visit me
ed the vehicle over, paying consider
From day to day or week to week.
able attention to the dash, and turn
There’s one I always long to see.
W ho’s ever welcome as can he,
ing to the detective in charge said:
"Whose presence eagerly I seek—
“ This is my car all right, in spite of
My own Home Paper!
the fresh coat of paint.”

MY OWN HOME PAPER

of the vessels also is to be the “ grave ridicule and scoffling as marked the
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
$100,000,000 GOING
yard” of a number of the navy’s once
lilst
f
0rts
of
Roh<!rt
F
"
l,on
his
I
Whereas
Mary J. Smith of WoodINTO U. S. HIGHWAYS great fighting craft, discarded because steamboat on the Hudson river.
: land, in the County of Aroostook aud

they have become obsolete. Later
The most precious “junk" obtained j State of Maine, by her mortgage deed
when the scrapping program of the from th*1ships is the copper gun metal j (tetod -May 29, 1917, and recorded in
ai
arms conference becomes effective, navy brass, manganese bronze, lead' i
° f D * ed*
. ,
.
.
..................... 297, Page 562, con*
many more ships will be added to the und /.me. ( omplete
destruction is not j veyed to the Houlton Savings Bank
list. Hundreds of men are engaged in necessary in the case of all the craft. ! of Houlton, County and State aforeturning the steel from the discarded _ The hulls of some of the torpedo boats ■
a corporation organized and
ships into billets that can be worked’ will undergo a transformation to adapt
under the laws of the State
inu. materials for the construction o f'th e m to peaceful pursuits. This al-1 1 4 t h ™
Who brings to me the loved home-cheer
Nearly 5,000,000 miles of new road buildings, tools, locomotive, automo- ready lias been done with the destroy- j vit:-—lot numbered one hundred and
Clever Means of Identification
ers Truxton, Worden and Whipple, j twenty-four
(124)
containing one
Whene’er I roam :his old w o rld wide,
way can be constructed with the biles and other peace-time uses.
“ Have you any marks to identify it
So that in fancy I ’an hear
In one Delaware river shipyard which will ply between the United
^
an(* twent>'*
money available. Every state will
The voice of those I hold most dear,
ci*
i
I
hundredths (1^2 24) acres more
by?” asked the officer,
share in the disbursement of Federal alone, there are awaiting dismantling States and Central America carrying j or less, according to the survey and
And see my loved ones close beside?
“ Yes, sir,” replied the owner. “ My
plan of said Woodland
'Tis my Home Paper!
funds, provided it appropriates funds the battleships Maine, Missouri and cargoes of truit.
Woodland made
made and
and rere
name is J. K. Smith, as you know.
Engined with kerosene oil burners, turned to the State Land Office in
for construction work equal to the Wisconsin, the once-pround first-class
Just take a look at the face of that
Or if at home I choose to stay
cruiser Columbia, the monitors Ozark, they are large cargo carriers and of 1859 by Lore Alford Surveyor and
outlay of the Federal government.
Beside my quiet, cosy hearth
being the same premises conveyed to
clock.”
Who would to me the news convey
The contribution of the Federal M ° nterey and Tonopah, and countless such light draft that they can navigate the said Mary J. Smith by deed from
The officer looked. On the dial of
Of life's events, both grave and gay,
government,*"authorizod .hiring the 'Ivstioyeis. eagle boats and smaller f a l l o w rivers on high tide and lay off Charles G. Littlefield, administrator of
the clock was the legend: “ Brown
Of party, wedding, death and birth?
(-..uni.iniri.iniTi'i'iirv
was ttatt.
plantations toi loading, groat spood, the estate of Lewis Learnard, late of
Clock
Company,
Boston,
Mass.”
In
j
present
economic
emergency, was
Why, my Home Piper!
Powerful oxy-aeetylene t o r c h e s , which makes unnecessary the expen- said Woodland, deceased, dated May
fine script beneath this maker’s name j intended to stimulate employment.
. ,, , ,
, ,
, .
.
...
,
" 4 , 1S99, and recorded in said Reeistrv
Oh. Paper of my owv Home Town!
was “ gold by J. K. Smith, agent.” The j Jobs for approximately 1(10,000 work- wielded by masked workmen are being sive retngerating system used in slow- ' jn y 0p 170f p age 203, reference thereto being had; also the following
You make me see with vision dear
1
. , accented this as a bona fide 1ers for an entire year will be made used to cut through the 11-inch steel er fruit boats,
The girdling hills— new green, now brown; i tnitl nan accepted mis as a oona nuc j
__ .
____________ described pieces or parcels of land
turret armor of the Maine, while a 1 2 5 a — — - —
agent’s
name
instead
of
a
really
clever
available
as
a
result
oi
the
construeThe silv’ry river winding down,
' situate in said Woodland and being
NOTICE OF F n R P r i oqiidct
j tion cmapaign, it is estimated.
This ton crane was used to take out its 12And all the haunts of youth so dear
idontifieation mark, which it was.
wiw.ro-.c v, „■
T C i. ° b U R 7\
i lot numbered one hundred and twentyinch
guns.
My dear Home Paper!
. is on the basis of $1,000 a year a
3 ‘‘W . ' : " n!*.,n K; I,ors7 » t e »;t tliroo ( 123) excepting fifty (50) acres
Further along the yard the little ob Fairfield in tin
d! ,°F Y ' <)0st()ok previously conveyed to George F..
worker.
and
State
of Maine, by his mortgage
Truth, justice, liberty, your creed:
solete submarine, with its paper-thick
Smith and one-fourth ( ’ 4) acre prevCATHOLICS
GAIN
deed
dated
the
twenty-fifth
dav of
Most of the money will be expend
Kaeh righteous cat se you help along;
ness shell is being ripped apart with February A. I). 1921, and recorded in iously conveyed to Town of Woodland
In civic enterprise you lead,
219,158 IN U. S. ed under the supervision of the High prosaic chisels to the accompaniment Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vo]. 328, and being the same premises con
And on your every page I read
veyed to the said Mary J. Smith by
way Bureau of the Department of
The Roman Catholic Church in the
of tin1 gaitling gun-like staccato of
4
, conveyed
to me, the under- Willis II. Smith by his deed of war
A record of the passing throng —
Agriculture.
For
months
officials
of
i
:
i
r,,i
signed,
a
certain
parcel
ot'
real
estate
My own Home Paper.
year 1921 had a gain which was 6S per
compressed air hammers. 1In* monitor
•/, , •
■,
‘
• wu' ranty dated October 30, 1905 and re
s i t u a t e m s a i d I- o r t J- a i r f i e l d , t o - w i r
this bureau have been at work mak
cent greater than the gain in the
Monterey, aud improved Edison ot Treaty lot numbered seven according cord.>d in said Registry in Vol. 218,
ing the necessary preparations and
Page 15a, reference thereto being' had.
previous year, according to the ofEricoson’s gallant monitor of Civil war to Sawy< r's survey of Letter I). TownTlie above described real estate is
plans. In many states similar activ
HIDDEN MARKS AID IN
rial Catholic directory for 1922.
fame, with its surface-flush deck, rap- Hnp, n,nv a l!ai"( (,i -sa*d Fort Fairfield, the same premises described in a
ity is under way.
a nd T r e a t y lot n u m b e r e d f o r t y - e i g h t
i l y is b e i n g c o n v e r t e d i n t o b i l l e t s . I t s
deed from tin* said Mary J. Smith to
RECOVERY OF STOLEN CAR
The increase in tile United States
Bond issues to obtain money to t e n a n d 1 2 - i n r h r i f l e s , h o w e v e r , s t i l l c a s t h a l f o f P l y m o u t h G r a n t , n o w p a r t Thomas II. Phair dated October 31.
If the average car owner were asked proper was 219,luS.
In the United
o f s ai d F o r t F a i r f i e l d , a l s o a c e r t a i n
1914, recorded in said Registry in
match tin1 Federal funds are under
whether he could identify 1is own car. State's and its possessions there arc- consideration in several states. The a p p e a r m e n a c i n g t h r o u g h t h e t u r r e t s p a r c e l o f l a n d l y i n g w e s t e r l y o f a n d Yol. 277, Page 446, which premises
being
tin*
o f i t s s q u a t t y s u p e r s t r u c t u r e as t h e y a d j o i n i n g s a i d p r e m i s e s
wer<* conveyed hack to the said Mary
his impulse would bn to return an un 2S.55S.04S Roman Catholics, and of this
spring elections will bring voting on ( ' i d i n t h e e a r l y (tit's w h e n t h e M o n t e r  sane* f o r m e r l y o c c u p i e d b y B e n j a m i n .1. Smith by deed of Thomas H. Phair
number
I
S
,
104,804
are
in
the
United
qualified affirmative says a writer in
Co
x
.
the bonds in many sections of the e y w a s o n e o f t h e m o s t p o w e r f u l bat baled May 4, 1916, as recorded in said
A n d w l n - r m s s t i n* c o n d i t i o n o f s a i d
the Washington lost.
The police State's. The increase's in this country
Registry in Yol. 275, Pag*' 543.
country.
With the money in hand t le c r a f t a l l o a t .
m o r t g a g e h a s In -ai b r o k e n , n o w , t h e r e 
would disagree witl him just as un toge'ther with the increase roportt'd
Now, therefore, the condition in said
tin1
construction
campaign
will
pro
f
o
r
e
,
b
y
r
e
a
s
o
n
ot"
t
i
c
b
r
e
;
c
h
o
f
t
h
"
A
l
i
t
t
l
e
s
u
b
m
a
r
i
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e
A
l
P
l
u
n
g
e
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’,
mortgage is broken by reason wher*qualifiedly. As a matter of fact most from the Philippines and our other
conditio n thereof. I cla im a foreclo sure
ceed
rapidly.
In
Southern
states,
“ e r a lid fa t I t e r " o f t h e m o d e r n s u b m a 
<0 tin* Houlton Savings Bank claims
car owners depend for identification possessions makes a total gain of
where weather is good, work already r i n e c r u i s e r S-41. i s a w a i t i n g s c r a p  o f s a i d m o r t g a g * anal g i v e t h i s n o t i c e a foreclosure of the same and gives
435,189.
This
is
the*
largest
gain
re
f o r ill
pui'i:;).on some scratch oi: the body, some
f
fol'"e]osing
t i l *' (Ins notice for that purpose.
is under way in many sections. Load p i n g . C r e a t u r e o f t h e b r a i n o f J. P. sa nit*.
broken screw in the chassis or some ported for several years.
■Gated at said Houlton, April 4.
contractors are beginning work on H o l l a n d , t i n* e a r l y t r i a l s o f t h e A - l
F or t
airt!
M u m
A p r i l
l m !i.
other equally uncertain factor. They
There was a substantial increase' in
1922.
plans in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, w e r e t h e s u b j e c t o f a l m o s t as m u c h
T i n
do not stop to consider that manu evewy department of Catholic activi
f i m l t o n S a v i n g s Bank,
o r g " 11
Fisher.
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.
facturers are turning out models in ties in this country. “ These figure's
IB At torn*
By Archibalds,
Petitions for lower rates on road
110
Power.
C u il*
10,000 lots that differ from each other clearly indie:*.1
that despite* ( In*
Its Attorm
N O T I C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
in not the slightest discernible degree. matc'ralism of mode'rn times the materials are being sent almost daily
Public notice is hereby given that
new to tin* Interstate Commerce Commis Russell W. Holmes of Caribou, in the
By the time a successful thief has run Catholic ehur li is gaining
a stolen car through his ’service1 adherents every day," said tin pub- sion. Contractors charge that the County of Aroostook and State of
present freight rates are so high in Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
station” it would puzzle' the most Usher.
many
cast's as to discourage con April 5th, 1921, and recorded in Yol.
careful owner on ear h to identify his
330, Page 140, of the Southern District
The United States lias two cardinals,
struction despite the availability of of the Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
vehicle.
17 arch-bishops, 93 bishops, two arch
money for work. {Reductions wen* conveyed to Matilda E. I)rost of said
An instance in point is found in the abbots and 16 abbots.
put into effort in some sections of the Caribou, the following described parcel
recent experience of a car owner in a
There is an increase of 40S priests, country last fall on sand, gravel and of land .situated in that part of said
Middle Western city who lost his car.
the total numbering 22,040. During like materials. These reductions, how Caribou originally “ I" Township, to
a touring model of a popular make,
wit; Sixty (60) acres from tin1 north
1921 there were 204 new parishes ever, were aimed to encourage build
side of Lot numbered one hundred
and after some weeks of waiting was
established and 8898 young men were ing of structures rather than of roads. thirty-four (134), said parcel of land
summoned to police headquarters to
enrolled in the 213 theological semi
extending the whole length of said
see whether he could identify a vehicle
Lot number one hundred thirty-four
naries, which is an increase of 407
answering to his description of his
(134) and being of parallel width. Be
over the year 1920.
Seven new A NEW I N D U S T R Y ing the same premises described in
lost car.
colleges for boys and eight new
a mortgage deed dated October 21,
Arrived at the pol ce station he
S C R A P PIN G W A R S H IP S 1SS9, and recorded in Aroostook Reg
academies for girls were built. There
found a small group of other owners,
A new industry— scrapping of old istry of Deeds, in Yol. 113, Page 390,
are 1.S52.498 children in the 6258 free
11 n i r 11 n 11: r i n 11 r 1111 r! i n m h m 11111111 h 111111. 111 i ! 11111 (i ; 11 m n i
;: u r r u r ;n i rn 11111 <1111 r ;t n Mi i n i i f i i m 1 1if ii t : i riMQ
who had assembled to try to identify
warships—
has sprung up along the and the same promises conveyed to
parochial schools. This is an increase
Isaiah Drost by W. Edgar Sincock by
the same car to see which he had been
of 81,080 children and of 210 schools. Delaware river where, not so long his deed of Quitclaim dated January
summoned.
The directory gives the total Catholic i ago, more than one hundred thousand 14th, 1905. and recorded in said Reg
The car with which lie was confront
church membership of the archdiocese men wen? working feverishly to help istry in Yol. 211, Page 58, reference
ed was undoubtedly of the same
build a “ bridge of ships" across the to said deed and record being hereby
of New York as 1,473,291.
expressly mads.1.
vintage as his lost car, but unhappily
Atlantic
to cheek the progress of
The directory is late in appearing,
That the condition in said mortgage
it was painted ultra-marine blue,
Germany in the World war.
is broken by reason whereof Matilda
it
having
been
held
up
to
contain
the
instead of the dark green that had
Outstandingly handsome in design, and ex
Philadelphia, tin.* birthplace of many E. Drost, aforesaid claims a fore
graced his vehicle. The most earnest. facts about the new pontiff, also his
closure of said mortgage.
quisite
in details of finish, trim mugs and
pictures.
Dated at Caribou, Maine. April S t h .
scrutiny failed to disc ose any of the (
mountings,
are the new Reos.
1922.
The
official
Catholic
directory
of
distinguishing nmfks on which he had
Matilda E. Drost,
— FOR1921 did not even contain his name as
That wonderfully silent, perfectly balanced,
relted.
By her Attorney,
a cardinal, he having not yet been
sweet running Reo Six motor is a joy to the
317
John B. Roberts
A slight chipping of the new coat ot
, ,, ..
,
* A *4. * 4
• raised to the Sacred College,
enamel revealed the fact that it had
experienced motorist.
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been put over a previous coat of dark
----------------Seems as if it improves from day to day. as it
Public notice is hereby given that
green, but two of the other assembled •
GENIUS N O T S M A R T
Annie M. West of Connor in the
is driven-and the same qualities— the same
County of Aroostook and State of
owners had put in bids for dark green
Defining “ smartness” as the ca good f u r washi ng
fine workmanship— that render it so silent,
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
cars and eventually one of them
clothes, and rein* >vMay 5th, 1920. and recorded in Yol. 92,
also guarantee its long life.
managed to Identify the car by a chip pacity to adjust one’s self rapidy to
ing mildew,
iron
Page 221. of the Northern District of
rust
ink.
grease
in the gearset housing. The identifica the immediate circumstances, Prof. T.
Here is a combination of power and silence
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds,
and
fruit
stains
conveyed to Clayton J.
Lewis
of
tion was not particularly convincing, H. Pear of the University of Man fr om the li n e s r
that is a triumph of engineerng.
chester said at a conference that “ a
Caribou, Comity and State aforesaid,
but in the absence of anything better
fabrics without i n
th*1 following described real estate, to
Body construction conforms to the excel
genius is usually anything but smart,
jur.',' if used
ac
it served to give the car to the owner
wit; Lot number nineteen (lit) in the
lence
of tlie sturdy chassis.
cordi ng to d i r e e ; who had been able to describe the ani1 he <««ln*»i®hes himself from the
east half of said Connor, according to
ions.
merely smart man, who lives up to
the plan and survey of C. E. K. Stetson
imperfection.
external demands by refusing to
containing eighty-seven and 5u-luu
$1725 Houlton Delivery
T h ie f Rebuilds Car
accept the surroundings, by setting
(87.50) acres, more or less; being tin*
It W ill A lso
same premises conveyed to Dan L.
As a matter of fact no car owner about them instead of allowing them
R em ove
Flannery by John II. Sparks by his
ought to depend on such casual means to set about him.
all sta ins from hat h
deed of Warranty dated December 71li.
of identification as slight imperfections
"I believe that some geniuses might
t u li s,
lavatories,
1905, and recorded in Northern Aroos
Agent for Southern Aroostook
that may have accrued during the not achieve the topmost ranks in a
closets,
s i n k s ,
took Registry of Deeds Yol. 51, Page
floors, etc.
339, and conveyed to Nellie Flannery
operation of the vehicle. When the good many mental tests, (‘.specially in
Military St., Opp. Foundry
Houlton
by Dan L. Flannery, and conveyed to
professional automobile thief steals a those requiring rapid solution of prob
tin1 said Annie M. West by said Nellie
ear he takes it to what amounts lems. A genius never sees any com
Flannery bv deed dated March 24th.
Reo M otor Car Company. Lansing, Michigan
practically to a rebuilding factory. In plex problem in the same light as an
1915.
Reserving such land as is occupied
many cases the entire mechanism is ordinary person and in a mental test
hv the town way on tin* east and
AUGUSTA,
taken down and the different parts re may appear to be stupid.
south lines of said lot.
MAINE.
distributed with those from other cars
“ Some brilliant scientists would
That tin* said Clayton J. Lewis by
of the same make and model to turn moke wofully bad hospital orderlies.
hi s det' d nf A s s i g n m e n t d a t e d A p r i l
2nd, 1921. and recorded in said R e g 
N O T I C E OF F OR E C L O S U R E
out what amount to new vehicles.
district visitors or managers of a
Wherofis, Donald W. Ross of Maple- istry in Yol. 85, Page 5)9, sold, as
household. The reason is not that
Hidden Punch Marks
signed and conveyed tin* said mortgage
they cannot understand tin* problems ton in tile County of Aroostook and and the debt
thereby secured to
Slate of Maine, by bis mortgage deed
The only safe method of placing
involved, but that they cannot attune
dated tin* first day of November. 192a, Wilton Trust and Banking C o m p a n y
identification marks on a car is to
themselves to the situation.
and recorded in Aroostook Legist r y of Wilton, in t h e County nf F r a n k l i n
place them on al) major parts of the
of Demis, Yol. 328, Fag" 5 i . c o n v e y . d ami S t a t e afort
T h a t t In* r o m l i t i o n i n s a i d m o r t
mechanism. Perhaps tlm most satis
to Wilton ’finis: -v Banking ( "om; inny.
HIS O P IN IO N
factory method of doing so is to place
a corporation ixisting fiv l a w am! *s b r o k e n b y r e a s o n w h e r e i n ' W i ! t o :
Trust and B a n k in g Com pany, afore
punch marks on the various units. Al!
The artist beamed.
A visitor a located al Wilton in tie* County m s a i d c l a i m s a f o r e c l o s u r e n f sai l
Franklin
and
State
of
Maine,
certain
such marks should be put in places wmtlthy-looking visitor, too had paid
real estate situate in said Mapfiton, m o r ! g a g e .
where they will not be readily dis a visit to his studio.
D a t ' d at C a r i b o u . M a i m * , A p r i l ! . b
reference
being h e r e b y
expressly
cernible; for instance, on the inside
As he showed the great man round, made to said ret or of said mortgag"
of the axles, on the flywheel, on the he fingered lovingly tin* products of for a more particular description of
the premises therein conveyed; and
upper side of the gearset housing.
his brain.
whereas tin* conditions of said mort
After the marks have been made
“ This picture," he said, stopping be gage are broken, now, therefore, by
they should be rubbed over with fore his masterpiece, “ took me 19 reason of the breach of the conditions
grease until they are ss nearly in months to paint. It was started in a of said mortgage the said Wilton
Trust &r Banking Company claims a
distinguishable as possible. The car garr *t - "
foreclosure thereof and gives this
"W ell, well?”
owner can have a prick punch made
notice for the purpose of foreclosing
with his initials on it in very fine type
“ And a hundred thousand wouldn’t the said mortgage.
Fort Fairfield, Maim, April 13ih,
and with this it is possible to place* buy it now.”
identification marks on the various
“ No,” returned the visiter-, eyeing 1922.
W ilt o n T ru s t and B a n k in g Company.
parts that will generally escape notice the masterpiece more closely, “ And
By i: s Attorneys,
and yet remain permanently.
I'm one of the hundred thousand."
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B o w e r s A Gu i l d
More than $100,000,000 will be ex
pended to build new highways and re
pair old ones in the United States this
year.
Under the $75,000,000 emerg
ency road bill nassed by Congress the
Federal Government will share with
the states the cost of this gigantic
construction program.
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Beauty Unexcelled—
Quality Unsurpassed

HOUSE CLEANING

Use Cote’s Magic Water

mm®

Capital Magic
Water Co.

Y*

on the Easy Pay meet P"

Small Holes a Good Mark

Another clever idea is to bon* a few
small holes a mere fraction of an inch
into the framework at a given place
carefully measured from permanently
located landmarks.
Then fill these
holes with lead and smear the spot
well with grease. If there comes a
time when it is necessaiy to identify
the car it is a simple matter to
measure off the proper distance,
scrape a little lead off and prove
ownership of the car.
In some cases an owner has been
able to identify his car by reason of
some simple but ingenious mark so
placed that it is apparently part of
car or equipment. Not very long ago
the N ew York police recovered a
stolen car and nabbed the thief at the
same time. The car corresponded in
every way to a description given by a
certain owner except that it had

. .............. .
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BANGOR and AROO STOO K R A IL R O A D COM PANY

Bangor. Maim*,

1
1 TO TIIR PUBLIC: --

April no, 1922.

1
In view of the demoralized condition of the potato
| market, we desire to aid the farmers and others in s e llin g
|
|
|
|
|
|

jwjuv-y&rrrrrjrtr<i. iinrvTOs

Monthly or W eekly Payments
;
!

their potatoes to the starch factories and will, therefore, =
effective in a week or ten days, make a temporary reduction !
of approximately forty percent in the present rate on po- i
tatoes consigned to starch factories. This reduced rate will I
continue in ecect until July 15, 1922,
!
PERCY R. TODI),

|
....................................................................................................m i n i ........ .................................... ..................................

President.

::n7

Many people are taking advantage of this special offer.
For a short time you
may come to the store, pick the stove or range you want, make a small first
---------- —--------- payment and the balance to suit you i n ------- ----------------

Office of the President

l

warCTargni! want, :■

j
!

Call in and look them over or mail the Coupon j hlaniiVt(in-iira'nr'i
for further information. Do it today................... i Ii‘,,,I1,!>n’ M;nn'

- -

-

|
|

? C< tit lcnicn : Bh'as*' send me with- =
| out further obligation to me, informa- 1
| tion relative to your stove proposition f
j on tin* easy payment plan.

-

Hamilton-Grant Company h* *
M ain Street

Houlton, M ain e

! 1 11 ......................................... 1
.......... ............................. .

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1922
The last man

to

testify

told

of

SMOKERS CAUSE
being “ framed'' by an attorney. Judge
MANY FOREST FIRES Havanaugli of Chicago made notes

and said he would personally investi
gate the matter.
The burglar who lacked the $650 is
a middle aged man, old in prison ways
and criminal activities.

WASHINGTON CALM
The treaty signed at Genoa April 17
between representatives of the Ger

PAGE SEVEN

of industry, American manufacturers
cannot compete in this country with
German-made goods. German gloves
are sold here in the dozen at a price
cheaper than a single pair can be
produced in America. Safety razors
made in Germany cost 6 cents in
United States currency to manu
facture and 19 cents if nickle-plated.
German knives and other cutlery are
being sold in the United States at
figures much below the prices of
similar American and English articles.

RICHEST UKRAINE
FACES S T A R V A T IO N SEED ALL EATEN

starvation are half a million German
colonists, descendents of Germans
who settled in the country more than
100 years ago by invitation of Cath
erine the* Great. In the German col
ony of Gros Liebenthal. near Odes
sa, one1 city of 10,000 population is
said already to be in the grip of fam
ine. In this section some 30,000 acres
of grain was sown annually before
tin1 war. Today theme is not a shea:
of whe»at to be seen. In another
section where SO,000 acres formerly
were* sown, there is now 100 acres
under cultivation.

Twenty per cent of all the forest
man and Russian governments has
Fear of starvation in the Ukraine,
tires started by man ir the National
made no impression in Washington
Forests of the West du ’ing 1921, were
once regarded as the richest farming
caused by careless tobacco smokers,
official circles. Granted that the re
country in the world, lias become so
according to figures compiled by the
port of the signing is true, there is
acute that thousands of peasants are
Forest Service, United States Depart
“ Association and environment cause nothing in the fact which seems to be
abandoning everything they possess
ment of Agriculture. In California, crime,” he said. “ You see it is like
any
great
importance,
in
(lie
opinion
Arizona, and New Mex co one out of this: When a young man reaches the
and flocking to the cities, where they
every four forest flies due to human age of 18 to 20 he begins to realize of observers.
hope to eke out an existence until all
agencies was started by burning there are women in the world. He
The effect of the treaty in an inter
(hinger
of crop requisition by the So
In spite of this condition, Germany
cigarettes, cigars, matches, or pipe- goes out with some of them and national sense seems to be negative.
is not receiving enough income from viets has passed.
heels carelessly thrown aside by makes a friend who is fast.
Germany does not possess sufficient her exported products to place her in
Hope for better crops this summer
smokers while in the woods. In other
“ It is a time in his life when he means to bring Russia out of her
a position to advance the immense
parts of the West the percentage of is not making much money and in
seems to have been lost. .Merchants
N O T I C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
present state of economic and in sums necessary to make Russian
smokers' fires range:! from 12 to 18 order to take the girl to cabarets and
Public notice is hereby given that
dustrial chaos. She would have to production of consequence in the who formerly sold agricultural machin
per cent. The total number of forest step around with her he has to get
apply to the United States for the world’s markets. The treaty between ery in the Ukraine are making no Joseph Guerrette of Caribou, in the
County of Aroostook, and State of
fires on the western National Forests 1that money. I;; is an easy step to
financial means to develop Russia s , Germany and Soviet Russia appears efforts to dispose of
their
stock. Maine1, by his mortgage deed dated
during the past season was 5.131, of I stealing. He finds there are organiz
industrial and agricultural resources, j to be political rather than economic “ There 1 will lie no crops to speak of January Sth, 1917, and recorded in
which number 1,444 were caused by |ed s-Ms or gangs of thieves. They have
Veil. 293, Page 483, of the Southern
and it is obvious that American ja its immediate effect. If the treaty
this year, and next season it will be District of the Aroostook Registry of
lightning, 732 by smokers, and 2.955 I thei;, iaWyers, professional bondsmen
financiers would not advance the j was concluded for the purpose of makDeeds, conveyed to M. Belzemire
by other human agencies.
i and witnesses. He finds the gang
great amounts necessary to permit j ing Germany and Russia present a worse,” they say.
Brissette of New Bedford, in the
Careless smokers, foresters point ! pools its proeeedure; that when he
The Ukraine, commonly called the County of Bristol, and Commonwealth
Germany to realize on what Russia : united front at Genoa, it is not likely
out, are responsible for one of the i belongs to the gang that his chances
has to offer. Russian iaetories are so j to have any effect upon the allied “ granary of Europe" produced near of Massachusetts, the following describeel real estate situate in that
most serious fire hazards in the ; Df beating a case are good and he can
run down that they could not be put ini powers. The arrangement savors of ly 2 0 ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 tons of wheat and cere
part of said Caribou formerly “ I”
country, because they "ail to take |
on stealing. He observes that the
condition for production without the j au attempt to give headway to the
als in pre-war years. Its iimi-.j viohi township, to wit; a part of lot numberproper precautions with miming tobac-j man who works alone easily gets
expenditure ot vast sums, while unde-1 pians of Hugo Stinnes for having the
•
eel twenty (2u) bounded as follows:
co and matches. The preventable j caught and is put away,
veloped resources are so remotely j powers consent to advance large of potatoes averaged 6,000,000 tons, commencing at the northeast corner
fire waste of all kinds from these ; “i believe,” the prisoner went on,
situated as to make it practically im- aniounts to Germany wherewith to de In 1914 it marketed 27,000,000 head of of saM lot: thence, south by the east
line thereof thirty (30) rods; thence,
causes averages more than $18,000,000 j “ that a majority of men would not
possible to reach them with all the j Velop Russia’s resources and thus horned cattle, S, 100,000 horses and west parallel with the north line to
a year, according to figures published j g0 wrong if they had a good home
money that Germany might be able to , afford money to be applied to the pay- 6,300,000 pigs. It also exported coal, the west line of said lot; thence, north
by the National Board of Fire Under- life. Some do, of course, but I had borrow'.
meat of Germany’s reparations to her iron and manganese, dairy products by said west line to said north line
writers. The ‘‘tailor-made” cigarette none myself. My people died when
and the northwest corner of said lot;
It is realized here that Germany has victorious enemies.
thence, east by said north line to
is the principal offender in the woods, I was little and I came up in the again become a great producing nation.
and blooded horses.
place of beginning, containing fortyAs tiie situation produced by the
where a glowing “snipe” thoughtlessly underworld. I had to educate myself Her exports to the United States have
The Ukraine, twice1 as large1 as tlu;
conclusion of the Russo-German treaty British Isles and with a pre*-war five (45) acres, more or less.
thrown down on the forest floor may in the penitentiary.”
The premises above described are
reached a large figure and German
■cost the public thousands of dollars
“ How is it when you get out of goods are found in great quantity in is viewed, it does not mean any ad population of 40,000,000, is fast be the same premises conveyed to the
ior Are fighting, to say nothing of the j the penitentiary?” Judge Kavanaugh the American market. In some lines vantage to those countries in dealing coming a desolate waste1, according said Joseph Guerrette January 8th,
with the allied representatives at to the refugees. The1 only mason it 1917 by the said M. Belzemire
value of timber destroyed, the desola- j asked.
Brissette. Devisee under the will of
“
—
—
-.
•
‘
'
j
Genoa,
and has no bearing upon the !
tlon of scenic beauty spots, and the j “it js hard to go straight then,
has held together until neiw, they Moses
Brissette, otherwise called
liarm done to waterflow and wild life. |Some one comes along, they always ventive genius may be upon our every-j interests of the United States. It may say, is because of rich stores of grain 1Moise Brissette, late of said New BedDisastrous results from smoking in j do, and tells you how you can make day life remains to be seen. Probably ; possibly cause confusion in attempting accumulated in the davs of prosperity, t’ovd, deceased, testate.
the woods are most to be feared when I easy money. I know you Judge Kav- the automatic automobile will he little to reach an agreement satisfactory to which were shielded from tile Soviet . T,lm't h e condition in said mortgage
is broken by reason whereof M.
the inflammable material that is near-j anaugli. In 1914 you sent me to Mil- more than a curiosity. An operator all tlu1 participants in the Genoa Commissars on the plea that they Belzemire Brissette, aforesaid claims
; within a moving vehicle itself will conference, but there is no reason to
must he used for seed. Now' that a foreclosure of said mortgage.
ly everywhere present becomes very j waukee.”
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April 24th,
dry. In the West this condition i s 1 The next to testily was a “ first ahvays he worth two directing it from believe that it places Russia and Ger these are exhausted, the rich, black
19■'0
many in a position to make terms
generally chronic throughout the sum-! timer.” He was 52 and a college a distance.
earth of the Ukraine must lit1 idle and ’
™
■
,,
M. Belzemire Brissette,
But for war the implications and . favorable to themselves with the
mer. The increasing popularity of the |graduate under sentence from one to
worthless.
By her Attorney,
possibilities of the invention are tre- European allies,
National Forests, which were visited J five years for conspiracy to rob.
Included among those who face
John B. Roberts
mendous.
Think how' the methods of
5^ ^
last year by more than 5,250,000, “ Ore of the biggest things
that
Assist Nature.
There are times
motorists, tourists and sportsmen, make crime is the mixing of the warfare will he revolutionized when
makes the prevention and control o f ; young
fellow with the hardened it becomes possible to control by when you should assist nature. It is
now undertaking to cleanse your
smokers’ fires more and more difficult, criminal,” be said.
“ In my case I radio not miniature motor ears. Hut system— if you will take Hood’s Sarsa
“
tanks”
and
the
guns
mounted
in
To lessen the fire risk, and to set a thought I was wise1 enough to beat
parilla tilt1 undertaking will be suc
them, submarines, airplanes and even
good example, the forest rangers and the gime. I bad aqueer kink in my
cessful. This great medicine purities
A means of attacking and builds up as nothing else does.
other field officers of the Forest j mind after
the war.I went wrong. battleships.
I
Service have very generally pledged 1think history will show that a crime tlit1 enemy without, risk to the lives
themselves not to smoke in the woods wave follows all wars. They teach of those possessing such weapons will
in regions and seasons of danger.
|you things in war they won t let you thus he afforded. What with the new
CATARRH
280
est poison gases, the longer rang ; 1
CIVE. QUICK RELIEF
Repeated efforts have been mad*1 by practice latei.
TRI
AL
T
R
E
A
T
M
E
N
T
FREE
“ Eliminating fixers, and shyster guns and all the other military imple
E S T A B L I S H CD 160 4
^
the Forest Service, the National Board
ments whose development was stim
KIDDER'S MENTHOL BALM ^
of Fire Underwriters and other organ
ulated by the late war, tin1 next
S a m u e l K i d d e r A Co., B o s t o n 2 9 M a s s .
izations to enlist the cooperation ofj set out on a straw bail, which he can
FO R S A L E BY D R U G G IS T S OR B Y M AIL
struggle,
if
men
are
foolish
enough
to
tobacco manufactures and packers in Rimp. and there will
will be less crime,
25c
HEAD CO LDS
I would U1^ that the paroled man let it come, will he a thousand times
educating smokers to be careful with 1
more terrible than anything yet e x 
N O T I C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
burning tobacco. Some of these organ be given a chance, The way it. is
man is watched perienced. Whole cities, entire states
now,
every
parol
rd
Wheimas, Thomas F. Mahanev of
izations hold that since the hazard of
lit1 slightest of- and nations even will he destroyed in Easton in the County of Aroostook and
fire is inseparable from the use of and picked up on
less time than it takes to tell the tale. State of Maine, by his mortgage deed
smoking tobacco, a moral obligation : tense.”
Only the realization by men every dated December 20, 1915, and record
I
No.
3
was
one
of
Chicago’s
best
rests on manufacturers or packers of
where of the awfulness of another ed in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
known
eon
men.
He
said
he
had
tried
tobacco to enclose fire-warning slips
in Vol. 288, Page 200, conveyed to
war, and the resolve to limit or de Wallace 1 J. Sawyer of said Easton the1
with their products. Resolutions em to beat other crooks during his time.
molish tlu* engines of war and to following described real ('state, to-wit:
bodying this sentin.ent have been : “ I was sent down because I turned
cultivate good will and erect the A part of lot numbered one hundred
the
trick
on
one
of
the
worst
kind
passed by the National Convention of
Easton:
machinery of arbitration
in their thirty-three' (133) in said
Insurance Commissioners, the Fire of crooks,” he said, “ and it hurts me
beginning at the brook on the east
stead,
will
save
civilization.
line of said lot; thence running south
Marshals’ Association o ’ North Amer 1to think that I'm serving time and
<m
said euist line, to the southeast
:
this
fellow
is
free.”
ica, the International Association of
corner of said lot; thence west on the
The committee consisted of Judge
N O T I C E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
Fire Engineers, and the Railway Fire
Public; notice is hereby given that south line of said lot, to the southwest
• Marcus Kavanaugh of Chicago; Judge
Protection Association.
Arthur
V. West of Connor, County of corner of said lot: thence north on
Swanev of Chattanooga; Charles \V.
Aroostook and State of Maine, by his the1 we'st line of said lot, to said brook; .
In Canada, tobacco manufacturers
Farnham of St. Paul, and Wade Ellis mortgage deed dated April Sth. 1920, theuice easterly on said brook to the1
are now enclosing little red tire-warn
ol Washington. Ex-Governor Charles and recorded in Yol. 92, Page 113, of place of beginning, containing one1
ing slips in their cigarette packages.
S. Whitman of New' York, another the Northern District of the Aroos hundred ton ( 1 1 0 ) acres, more or less;
being the1 same1 premises conveyed to
Similar slips featuring care with fire
member of the commit ee, was called took Registry of Deeds, conveyed to said Mahanev by William Bunn's by
Clayton J. Lewis of Caribou. County
in the home and in the lorest an- also
to New York.
and State; aforesaid, the following his quitclaim deed elated April 11, 1891,
Inserted in match boxes by one of the
described real estate1, to wit; First, and lmeorde'd in said Registry in Yol.
largest match companies and in
Forty-throe 1 ae-re>s (43) of uniform 116, Page 510, lmfeumnee theumto being
cartridge packages by a number of
width off tin1 north side1 of lot nmnhcr had. And wheumas. the conditions of
the leading small arms and ammuni
If “ horseless” vehicles, first the fourteem (14) on the1 east half e>f said said mortgage- are now brokeui now
therefore, I, tin1 undersigne'd Wallace 1
tion manufacturers of the United electric car and (hen the automobile, town of Connor, being tile- same* J. Sawyer, by mason of the bimach of
premise's c o nw y e d to tile1 said Arthur
States.
caused people to stare and wonder, V. West April 8 th, 1920 by Harold said conditions, claim a foimclosure of

A sk Your Dealer For

RIDERLESS AUTOS

what about the ‘ riderless" automo
bile?
Traffic policemen in Dayton,
WHY MEN GO WRONG
O.. are said to have rubbed their eyes
TOLD BY 6 CONVICTS and gazed in blank amazement recent
ly as tlie.v beheld a miniature auto
“Why do men go wrong?”
mobile
sailing along the streets with
Six criminals of Joliet peniten
out
a
soul
to drive it.
tiary, selected because of their in
The driver was in another ear a
telligence, were asked his question
by the law enforcement committee of hundred feet behind, guiding the un
occupied ear hv wireless. The “ rider
the American Bar Association, which
is investigating the causes of the less” automobile, the first of its kind
publicly exhibited by' the Radio Air
nation-wide crime wave.
j
Environment, expenses of enter Service, threaded its way along as if
guided by some invisible ghost.
taining modern “flappeis” and lack
What the hearing of this latent outof proper home life were causes as
„
i •
,
,
.
standing
achievement ol mans insigned by one witness, a burglar. He

Parke>r. Se'cemd, Lot number fourteem said mortgage*.
Dated at Fort Fairfndd, Maim1, this
(14) in th *1 exist half of the1 town of
Cemnor, exempting the1 above described 21th day of April, 1922.
Wallace1 J. Sawyer
part thereof; also (exempting and iml ’y h i s a t t o r n e y s .
seu’ ving the following described pureml,
T r a f t o n A- R o b e r t s
to wit; Beginning at the1 southeast 2,17
comer of said lot and thence1 norllmrly along the* east line1 thereof sixtemn
(DD rods; theuice westerly parallel
with the south line1 of said lot eighty
(SO) rods; tliemce; southeudy parallel
with the first hound sixtemn (16) rods
to the1 south line; of said lot and
thence easterly' by' said south line
eighty (SO) rods to the place1 of
loginning. Being the; same pimmise's
conveyed to the1 said Arthur V. \Ve>st
hy Sybil M. Parker by demd dated April
Sth, 1920. Third, Lot numbered twenty-thime (23) in the east half of said
town of Connor according
to
the
surv(*y of C. E. F. Stetson, containing
seventy-e.dght and three-fourt hs <7 x ^4 )
.acre's, more or less, and bedng the
same premises conveyed to the said
Arthur V, West by Annie1 M. West by
her demd of Warranty dated Novemheu’
15, 1918, re'eorded in the Aroostook
Registry of Deeds for the1 Northern
District, Yol. 89, Pago 219.
That the> said Clayton J. Lewis by
his dee'd of Assignment dated April
2nd, 1.921, and recorded in said R e g 
istry in Yol. 85, Page 549, sold, as
signed and eonve'yed the; said mortgage
and the debt thereby
se'oured
to
Wilton Trust and Banking Company
of Wilton, in the; County of Franklin
and State* aforesaid.
That the1 condition in said mortgage 1
is broken by reason wlmreof Wilton
Trust and Banking Company, aforesaid
claims a foreclosure; of said mortgage.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April
4th, 1922.
Wilton Trust and Banking Company,
By its Attorney,
^16
John B. Roberts

added he would not be in prison had
be possessed $650 with which to fix
his case with certain officials.
Failure to handle properly first of
fenders and to segregate them in
Impure Blood, Humors,— Relief in
county jails, which they call “ schools
a Good Medicine.
of crime,” were reasons assigned by
Spring ailments are due to Im
pure, thin devitalized blood.
three others. One nationally known
Among them are pimples, boils,
confidence man refused to talk.
j other eruptions, catarrh, rheuma
“This concludes our investigations ; tism, loss of appetite, that tired
feeling, nervousness and “all run
here and In Chicago,” said Judge
down” conditions.
.Marcus Kavanaugh. “ The statements 1
Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines the
roots, barks, herbs, berries and
are of great clinical value. \Ye meet
other rnedicinals that have been
again in New York In June."
j found in many years of intelligent
observation to he most effective in
When the confidence man refused
the treatment of these ailments.
to talk the commissior called an-1
Successful physicians prescribe
other convict In the same line of en the same ingredients for diseases of
the blood, stomach, liver and kid
deavor.
j neys, and in cases where alterative
and tonic effects are needed.
“The whole trouble, as I see it,” he
Hood’s Sarsapar.lla is the spring
said, “lies in the fact that youngsters j medicine
that purifies, enriches and
when first arrested are thrown into ( revitalizes your blood, increasing
Jail with a lot of old time criminals. I power of resistance to disease.
For a laxative take Hood’s Pills.*
The criminals talk nothing but crime,;
how they pulled their lest job, how
■-•w w yv
they got away, how they beat a case.
The first offender’s mind is filled with
echemes to make easy money and get
away with it. Segregation of first
offenders, I think, Is the hing that is
needed most, particularly in county
Top and Back Curtain, 2 Oval
Lining Bows and Pads, Bevel Glass
Jails.’’
Glasses, Ford Regular
Put on $18
and Gipsy Curtains extra
The fifth witness, a man premature
Top and Back Curtain, 2 Oval
Prices of other Tops and Curtanis in
ly fray and sentenced for a whiskey
Glasses, Dort, Chevrolet,
proportion to size of car. We guar
robbery, said his life of crime began
Others this size
Put on 20
antee good material, fit and work
after he was sentenced to the Birdw'ell
manship. Auto Upholstering of all
hack In 1895 for a trivial offence of Top and Back Curtain, 1 Square
Glass, Dodge, Balck-4, etc.
kinds, Cushions repaired, full line
which he was not guilty. He feel in
Put on 30
of Curtain Fasteners in stock.
with criminals and has been with

SPRING AILMENTS

Autoists Attention

them since.
“Ninety-nine per cent ol prohibition
officers are crooked,” he said. “I
would not be here now hat. it not been
1 could get whiskey easily. I had a
few drinks and was roped in on a
whiskey robbery.”

Huggard Brothers Co.
Houlton, Maine

The

DIFFERENT Pilot Bread
....... j/*.

•♦***■

- • ... 3.2.0

The Right Oil in the Right Place
T he dealer who sold you your tractor told you to use only
good oil—and your common sense tells you the same thing.
T he only question is— what oil— and the answer isH avoline,
Havoline has been on the market for nearly twenty year*. It waa
the first high grade oil sold under a brand name.
Through its
entire life, Havoline has maintained its reputation for the highest
quality.
Use Havoline in your tractor, automobile, and stationary gas
engine.
K eep a five gallon can handy, or a steel drum (w ith
faucets).
T h e dealer displaying the Havoline sign will sell you Havoline
O il in the grade and quantity you need.

!

BRITTON GARAGE COMPANY
Repairing a Specialty
Cars, Auto Accessories, Grow Tires
Bangor St., Houlton, Maine

HAVOLINE O IL
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helping her daughter as was her D. Everett, returned to her home in mechanical power for this kind of
Card of T hanks
custom when she was suddenly Brownville recently.
work on the modern farm.
We
desire
to thank our dear friends
The Senior play given Friday eve
stricken with acute indigestion. Every
Tom
Mix
Coming
with
Stunts, in the town and church for their kind
thing was done for her that loving ning at Hussey’s theatre was a sue
Humor, Thrills
hands could do but the end came cess. All taking part did very well
nesses and loving helpfulness during
Stunts, humor and thrills are on
peacefully Saturday morning at six for the short time in which they had
our
recent bereavement.
the program for next Saturday night,
to prepare it.
o’clock.
...............................................................................................................................................................................iiiiii'jn n iiiiiiiin in H n in ir
Signed
Mina Smith and family
She was a loving wife, a kind and
The 103d anniversary of the Odd when Tom Mix, the William Fox star,
Subscribers should bear in I Mr- am|
Herb Savage and Mrs. affectionate mother and always ready Fellows was celebrated Sunday, April begins an evening’s showing at the
to help anyone in sickness or trouble. 30, at Hussey's theatre. Rev. P. 0. Martin theatre in his latest picture,
mind th a t all subscriptions a r e j wfth Mr. aml j lrs. Sam Ruth,
She will be greatly missed in the Clark of the Mars Hill U. B. church “ A Hidin’ Romeo.”
Many other big, thrilling and laughpayable in advance and the pa-:., Many friends here are sorry to hear vicinity where she lived.
gave a very interesting talk.
Funeral services were held from her
The first baseball games of the provoking scenes are promised in “ A
P « r W i l l b 6 discontinued at ex- i Linneus and go to Mars Hill,
late residence Monday afternoon at season start next week. Games are Hidin’ Romeo,” of which Mix himself
2 o’clock, Rev. F. Clarke Hartley scheduled with Easton and A. C. I. is the author.
piration. Notice of such expiraoni iFriday, with
Falls and A.
LITTLETON
speaking feelingly of her rich Christian |h
».u . Island
ismmi !■«...->
g .
tlon will be sent out the First of
Horace Hodnett of Danforth was a , character.
Mrs. Towers and Mrs. C. I. the next Tuesday at the home j
_ .
business caller in town the firsto f 1Knox sang two beautiful selections.; grounds.
,
f j ° ak'
each month.
the week.
j The pall bearers were her brothers.
The community
wasgrieved to . field, Maine, Apul -oth, 1922. He was V E R A GO RD O N in “ Good Provider'*'
The regular meeting of Littleton ! The profusion of beautiful
flowers learn of the death of Arthur Meurseau ) born in Carlton Co., N. B. 52 years
. " T h e Oood Pr o v i d e r ” is fittingly c o n 
Commencing Saturday, May 6 Orange will be held Saturdav evening ; showed the esteem in which she was which occurred at his home Saturday |aS°- He leaves to mourn his loss the sidered a compani on picture to " H u m 
Nou liked
H u mo r e s q u e — you
i held. Interment was
in Evergreen
night about twelve o’clock. He has } wife, four children, two sisters and oresque.
the T IM E S office will close every May 12th.'
will like this even better. It has the s ame
Miss" Gladys Brown of Presque Isle i cemetery.
beenseriously ill for some time. |one brother. He was a Mason, Foraut hor and s ame cast. A wonderf ul story
Saturday at noon and customers was a recent guest of her sister Mrs
She leaves to mourn her loss, a Brights disease is believed to be the I restei and an Orangeman. He came ot Jewi sh daily life, high in dr ama ,
; husband, one daughter, Mrs. Earle cause of his death.
« * Oaklield with his family fifteen huma n interest and comedy. 1 reel Bur t on
should bear this in mind and see 0?lo Titcan.l)
Holmes.
2 reel Sennett comedv, “ Officer
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. McIntosh and i Adams, with whom she
has lived the The State health officer Dr. Lombard j years ago fromthe Provinces. Five
C u p id .”
th a t all business with this office family were Sunday guests of Mr. and past year, one son, B. F. Carpenter of lias been in town the past few days ; years ago he suffered a shock,
! Mio, Me., three brothers, Howard visiting schools with Supt. Fred I from which affliction lie lias suffered
is looked after before noon on Mrs. Byron Carson.
Mrs. Wm. Carson returned Sunday Milo, Me., three brothers, Howard |English. On Wednesday morning he , ever since,
each Saturday until Sept. 2.
from Houlton where she had beenthe j Lyman of Ludlow, four sisters, Mrs. gave a lecture on health and illustrat-j
Mr. Smith became a Christian in his F R A N K L Y N F A R N U M in
week-end guest of
her daughter.
I Burns Hovev of Houlton, Mrs. Mary ed it with screen slides.
This was ' ^ai'ly^ boyhood and has always been
“Crossed Roads’"
E. B. Lilley was called to Smyrna ! Rideout of Ludlow, Mrs.
Fred Mooersvery interesting.
|faithful to his duties. In his former
LUDLOW
We s t e r n dr a ma wi th settings of the
Mills on Monday to attend the funeral of New Limerick and
Mrs. Hattie The annual Lyford speaking contest oH>me lie was a deacon in the Baptist bi gA out
door life.
A well made story of
Miss Jessie Tapley of H. II. S. of his brother-in-law, E. R. Gardner. ; Watson of Waterville, Me., besides a will be held Monday evening at the eliurch. There with his own hands interest. 1 reel Juggernots. Comedy
spent the week-end with Mrs. L. S.
he
announced
later.
A.
C.
I.
auditorium.
This
is
for
the
J
ie
helped
to
build
a
meeting
house
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bliss, Mr. and Mrs. ! large circle of friends.
Horton.
purpose of sending the two hoys who j ^j(,h
jdways^ a joy and satisH. B. Stimpson with Miss Winnie L
o
g
i e
---------------to him. When they came to
Mr. Earl M. Hand, bookkeeper for were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
speak the best to Colby college to i faction
*
P. Cohen & Co., Fort Fairfield, was i New ell B Titcminb.
represent tin* school.
This is the Oakfield both Mr. and Mrs. Smith
calling on friends and relatives Sun
Rev. O. E. Thomas conducted serMrs. S. H. Smith visited Mrs. James second vear the contest lias boon held. brought their church letters with C O N W A Y T E A R L E in
them and joined the Baptist church
day.
vices Sunday morning and evening at i Monohan on Wednesday last,
“ A fte r Midn igh t’1
here, where he was an appreciated
Mrs. Edwin J. Fleming of Debec, the U. B. church. Mr. Thomas began | Mrs. Elmer Bragan and daughter
Wl i o was the s tr anger mi staken by a
member at his death.
N. B. visited her parents. Mr. and Mrs. his pastorate of the Littleton and i Dorothy are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
wi l e for her hus band. ’
Conway Tearh
Tile Family Altar w a s never neglect- i Mves a tine illustration of wha t e.uiO. L. Thompson for several days last Monticello churches the 1st of April Horace Bragan.
Mr. (). P. Uoutilier spent a l o w
st it ut es a real man.
Fasci nat i ng d r a ma
ed in his home.
He loved to pray vividly
week.
and his work is opening with tine
Mrs. Harry Hogan is still in a days in Bangor last week.
interpreted.
1 re.-l “ By the Side
The many friends in this place of promise A new Bible class was form- I serious condition. Her friends are
and was concerned for God s interests of the Road.” i' reels “ Toonerville T r i a ' s ’
Mr. Thomas Brannon is at Houlton in this community.
Mrs. Olive Webb Carpenter of Ham ed Sunday which is to he taught; by hoping anxiously for her recovery,
mond were saddened to hear of her the pastor. The attendance at S. S. < Rev. H. H. Cosmaii is routined to this week slowing on tin* Jury.
Mr. Smith witnessed a good confes
.Mr. E. L. Cleveland of Houlton. Mo. sion and we know that he is rejoicing
death.
was 77.
his home with a severe cold. Bernard
----------—--Fatten of Houlton rondueted his was a business caller m town I ues-. in tlu, I)rf,S(.,u.,. of his Lord whom lie J O H N N Y W A L K E R , E D N A M U R P H Y
.
, loved and served.
in “ Extra! E x t r a ! ”
service
at the New Limerick church •lay.
BRIDGEWATER
Mr. frank E. Laker, with a pait\ oi
The funeral servin was conducted
The story <>f a l e y u h e ehasud ;i mm '.
Sunday morning.
friends, made an auto trip to Houlton j)V ],js |)ast(),. at jj1(, Baptist church to sa\o his job,
The new policeman lias commenced
Mrs. Susan Varney was the week
A party of friends were very pleas
lecamc a butler, fell i:
Saturday.
his duties.
end guest of Mrs. Milos Smith.
Thursday afternoon. April 27. The love, discovered ; ei'ook and saved an o',
antly
entertained
at
the
home
of
Mr.
H. G. Stackpole returned Saturday
Mr. William J. Lawlor has purchas Masonic lodge of Island Falls was in man' s life all in live interest mg re .
R'w. Albert Luce will preach in the and Mrs. Le<> Bishop on Thursday
from a business trip to Boston.
ed a new S-16 International Tractor attendance and performed their ritual. Mutt & Jeff, l’ r< •1 comedy (all St. Johr.
Union church next Sunday, May 7t’i. evening.
The hours were merrily
“ Spe cial D e l i v e r y . ”
Mrs. F. C. Nickerson is expected
Mr. and Mrs. Fred London were tl e spent in music, games and dancing. to usi’ in connection with his farm
home this week from Lynn, Mass.
guests of friends in Woodstock Su l- Delicious refreshments of ire cream ing.
Norman Jamison was in Presque day.
Mr. Philip Brannon lias a cr“ w of
and cake were served. All those
Isle to visit his wife last Thursday.
Miss Sadie Barton was the guest present voted Mr. and Mrs. Bishop nmn engaged in putting a new cover
Mrs. H. G. Stackpole was in Center of her aunt, Mrs. B. J. Bell, last
ing on tin1 bridge at Oakfield village
royal entertainers.
ville N. B. last week to visit relatives. Satu rday.
this week.
Bangor anc! Aroostook to Adopt Electric L ig h tin g of
Al
f
r
e
d
H.
Eat
on
Mr. and Mrs. Percy McKinnon were
Mrs. Ernest Turney was called to
Mr. Guy E. Crosby is having his
Alfred H. Eaton passed to his homo
in Florenceville, N. B.. over Sunday. Centerville to see her daughter who
residence* on .Main street painted tin’s
Passenger Cars
in the Great Beyond Sunday evening,
A1 Randall’s meat cart started May is very ill.
week. Mr. H. A. Shields and Mr. J.
April
24th.
at
the
ripe
old
age
of
1st and he will be pleased to meet his
L. Bartlett are doing tin* job.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy London of eighty-one years.
old customers and many new ones.
Sherman w e r e the guests of relatives
“ A Connecticut Yankee* at King
In our desire to give the traveling public up-toMr. Eaton was horn in Linneus in
James Pennington is having a visit here the past week.
Arthur's
Court” hv the great humorist
1S41,
moving
to
this
town
when
only
date and satisfactory passenger service, we discarded
from his daughter of Patten. They
Mrs. Alfred Henderson of Green
Mark Twain, will he screened at tin*
expect to move here to live with him. Road was the guest of Mrs. Elias four years of ago, so that practically Martin theatre May 12th and 13th.
all
his
life
was
spent
here.
kerosene lamps on main line trains some years ago
Mrs. Mary Brown returned Satnr- ; Eagers last Wednesday,
Mr. John Dickey and Mr. Bela
In his young manhood lie was united
day evening to her home in Washburn ; Mr. and Mrs. Miles Smith are smilBarrows,
have
rented
the
Geo.
Noyes
mid
installed Pintsch gas at large expense.
after spending several weeks at Allen , ing over the arrival of a son which in marriage with AI is s Harriet. Morrill farm and are making preparations for
who was taken to a better life at an
Boone's.
arrived Wednesday, April 26th.
a large crop of potatoes this season.
While this was satisfactory for a time, during the
Mrs. Willard Packard was in Rob-:
Mr. George Finnegan, who has been early
y * “ -’ age. To this union three eliilMr. William Cambellton, who has
were
horn,
Mrs.
William
Mullen
last year or two it has not been and the Railroad
inson last week to visit Mrs. Lenora ill the last two months, is able to be (lu“n
of Fort Kent, Mrs. Cora Sharp who been ill for several months as a
Ketchum who has been very ill but down stairs his friends will be pleased survives
him, and George Eaton who resu * ot a «e\o*ie ease ot pneumonia
Company lias just authorized the expenditure of ap
is improving.
to here.
died about, twenty-eight years ago.
contracted last October, has been sent
Mr. and Mrs. Lelarnl Gildard of
proximately $!),()00 for equipping six passenger coaches
Later in life lie was married to Miss to, |]10
lL1s.i.llVl^°!.lum u*)on * 10
Houlton and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
VANCEB0 R0
Sarah Landers who survives him. To advice of his physician.
Hoyt of Green Road, N. B. were the !
Mr. N. ( ’. Martin and Mr. C. C. ,
to run on trains Nos. 7 and 8, with modern electric
Rev. W. E. Greene is attending the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Smith i this union five children were horn.
Grant gave a demonstration at W. W. :
Mrs.
Hattie
Hatfield,
New
Limerick,
Methodist conference at Machias.
lighting, which it is expected to have in use during the
Sunday.
Mrs. Nellie Hogan, New Limerick. Townsend’s at Dyer Brook Monday j
Mrs. W. E. Greene visited relatives
witli
an
8-16
I
nternational
Tractor
j
Harley Eaton, Millinocket, Lester
early fall.
in Debec, N. B. and Houlton recently.
MONTICELLO
Eaton, New Limerick, all of whom are plowing ami harrowing. Many of the
The Pythian sisters held an enter
living to mourn the loss of a kind and farmers attended, and were pleased
Arnot Archibald has purchased
tainment in the K. of P. hall Tuesday
Geo. M. Houghton,
loving father, and Fay Eaton who died with the results of demonstrated I
new Ford car.
evening.
There was a Grange social in the when a young girl,
Mrs. Allan Kimball ol' Portland is
General Passenger Agent,
Besides the widow, children and
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. hall Saturday evening.
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company
A young daughter has arrived at grand-children, there are left a sister, D addy
Daniel Alexander.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes of Houlton, and
Miss Marcia Sprague and Mrs. the home of Mrs. Frank Faulkner.
Mrs. Alice Carby of Everett, Mass, a brother, Humphrey Eaton living in sa y s:
Pinkerton spent several days in St.
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. B. E. New Hampshire, and scores of friends
John, N. B., last week.
If you will once in a while— say
who will always remember Mr. Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. B. Jackman and Mr. Ramsey.
The seniors of the Bridgewater High as a kind, honest and upright man.
and Mrs. Percy Jackman were in
every ten days— take two tea- ^
muimumuiiiiiiiniinmiiliumiiiiiniiiiihimiinii
mi
mm
iiihihui
in
,
Calais Thursday to attend the funeral ' School gave a play here Friday night
Funeral servic es were held at his
spoonfuls of Puretest Epsom Salt
of a relative.
and had a dance after the play.
late residence* on Tuesday afternoon.
in a tumbler of water, just before
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harold Bonneau : Mrs. Mattie Quint has returned from Rev. H. H. Cosman officiating, and
breakfast, you will feel fine and
have returned from their wedding the Madigan hospital, called home by and interment was made in the family
trip and are occupying apartments in the illness of her little daughter Ruth, lot in New Limerick.
tit for the days' work or play.
the 8. W. Coram house.
Mrs. Warren Nye was called to
-----------------This Sait is easy to take because
The class parts for the High School Springfield Saturday by the serious
it is pure, it costs only half a Bert Williams, world-famous comedian, has taken his final curtail.,
graduation have been assigned as illness of her mother who lives in
Mrs. Opal Gray is able to 1)(* OUf
cent a dose.
follows :
valedictorian,
Katherine that town. Mr. and Mrs. Nye were*
call. To everyone here and abroad the news that Bert Williams is
Browne; salutatorian, Maxine John- expecting to move to Springfield next again after a long illness.
E. B. Morton, Division Agent of the
A generous sized can 25c
week, having bought a farm there, hut
son; historian, Vose Armstrong.
, gone will be received with the shock of a man who has lost a
have been delayed on account of the Bangor and Aroostook railroad, spent
ii u m h m i m 11 r 11 ii 11 n u m i m m i m r t r!! 11 r i t i n i ii 111 r i t 11111 n m ! 1111 n 11 n (111 m <r i tf m n j i m
tlie
week-end
with
his
family.
illness of his mother, Mrs. Harriet
friend.
HODGDON
Dandelion blossoms wore picked by
Nye, who continues very low.
Miss Mildred Gerow of Houlton is
A very pretty wedding took place J. II. Frost last week and displayed
Bert Williams, a universally popular els**. A real sense of humor is to put
the guest of her aunt, .Mrs. Ellery in the Baptist church Wednesday in the post office, a remarkable tiling
slur,
had tile unusual abilit;, to p\p yourself in anothers' place and laimb
Howard.
— „ ilt **
u
»
ii , i
.i
morning at 10.30 when Mr. Walter for April.
into liis songs and stories tie hunter- at your own misfortune."
B y . Natter h «? been .anted by the ullem,y
Mrg_ lva
Mrs. Arthur Seavey. who has been
U. B. church to be their pastor
Oakfield, Maine
otis quality and philosophy of
united in marriage by Rev. O. E. visiting her parents, .Mr. and Mrs. H.
Fortunately, tin* genius of Bert W i l l 
will begin his work May 28th.
Thomas. The wedding march was
negro race.
The Ladies’ Aid of the M E. church plaved by Mrs. H.Vv' Hart
Onlv the
iams
1ms no: died. For a number ( t
;d;;|;
»!;•
wi serve a public supper at the Town relatives
roB tivp/ of
nt- the
t ,1(l contracting partie
A s h o r t t i m e a g o W i l l i a m s s u m m e d u p .'.ears, tin* songs and stories of tiehall Friday evening. May uth.
were present. Tin* happy pair left,
l i i s s e c r e t o f m a k i n g p e o p l e l a u g h i:i great colored comedian have been r e 
Mrs. Sophia Farrar is spending a on the noon train for parts unknown.
these w o rd s :
"You know
there
Is produced
few days with Mr. and Mrs. George* On their return they will live in Mrs.
exclusively on Columbia
H. Benn before she goes West.
n o t h i n g so f u n n y ns
seeing
o t h e r Records which may he purchase 1
A. B. Carter’s rent over the post oflico.
The young people of the U. B.
people in t r o u b le .
Of
course
t h e A. If. Bradstivet
Hon, Bridgewa* -t
church will hold a box social in Mayo
e m p h a s i s m u s t he p l a c e d o n t h e f a c t Me.
And so while. Bert William- is
hall Saturday evening, May 6th.
t h a t t i n* t r o u b l e b e l o n g s t o s o m e b o d y dead, his work still jives.
Geo. B. McGary was a business
The many friends here of Mr. and
Mrs. John Pike of Providence, R. I., caller in Houlton Friday oi hist weeic.
Miss Ruby Haskell was ill several
sympathize with them in the death of
their two weeks o il daughter.
Mr. da vs last week, hut i. a i d e to he out
Pike came here with tin* remains again.
Mrs. H. J. Tarbell end Mrs E. W.
Wednesday and interment wtis made
Tarbeli spent a tew duy. ia-t v
in the local cemetery.
The many friends of Rev. G. L. at Rockabcnia lake.
.Mrs.
Ames
and
littie d a u g h t e r
Pressey and wife are sorry to learn
that they are to he stationed at an B a r b a r a h ave both B - e a c oni i ne ,1 to
♦
other town. Best wishes of all go their homes with sey-g' coins for the
nnd Type of Em pire Jr. Drill Adapted to Y o ur j
*
with them to their new field of labor. w e e k past.
(
Soil. Pick it out and Get it. Y o ur Next Crop W ill j
Mr. Enoch Gardiner puss; d away at
Rev. Dalzel of Danforth will be tie*
♦
pastor of the M. E. church this year. his home early Saturday morning. Mr.
Prove the Wisdom of Y o ur Choice
*
Gardiner's health lias been failing for
several years. He was 82 years old
♦
LINNEUS
I
and a Civil war veteran.
He is
Born to Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Stewart survived by a wife and four children.
I
rilled era in stands a belter chance during a dry
♦
a son April 17th.
Funeral service.-, w e r e l ndd f r o m the
i
sum
s. )!) t bn 11 b r o a d c a s t e d g r a i n .
Drilled s ee d ad
Sam Bishop returned home i'r.nn M. E. church Monday p. in. T h e
»
the Presque Isle sanatorium last week. funeral was attended by tin* Masonic
I
reaches the iioUnni of the furrow and is covered
J
Mrs. Frank Little of Houlton visited order from Houlton.
»
to the proper depth. It all germinates together,
with relatives here toe past few days.
On April 2Sth, FJ22. William MrMrs. Steve Bates of Moro was the
♦
prows
together, and ripens together. This is the
Ginley, formerly of Houlton, Maine,
♦
week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
hut now making his home with his
♦
only
method
whereby the utmost yield can be
f
B 'jy a T ita n 10-20 at $700 or an In te rna tional
Adams.
(
daughter Mrs. Alice M. Grant of
Mrs. Alfred Campbell spent Satur
♦
i ealized.
8-16 at $670 Now and Receive a Genuine
i
Smyrna Mills, celebrated his 87 birth |
I
day and Sunday in Houlton with
day on tin* above date in connection
»
i
P
0 Plow Free, f. o. b. Chicago
:
friends.
Broadcast seed is partly wasted because a certain
♦
Mrs. Rosa Stewart is spending a with a little great-grandson Hermon
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Week of May 1,1922
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